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PROPOSAL FORM CHECKLIST 

The following documents must be submitted with the Proposal 
 

The below documents can be found in Section 2; Proposal Submission and Required Bid Forms and must be 
submitted with the proposal. Please note Proposal Form 2 is a separate attachment (attachment B).  

 

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 

☒ Proposal Form 1: Technical Proposal 

 

PROPOSAL PRICING: Attachment B is provided separately in a Microsoft Excel file and is required to 
complete your cost proposal.  

☒ Proposal Form 2: Cost Proposal   

 

OTHER REQUIRED PROPOSAL FORMS:  

 ☒ Proposal Form 3: Diversity Vendor Certification Participation 

 ☒ Proposal Form 4: Certifications and Licenses 

 ☒ Proposal Form 5: Unresolved Findings for Recovery 

 ☒ Proposal Form 6: Mandatory Disclosures 

 ☒ Proposal Form 7: Dealer, Reseller, and Distributor Authorization 

 ☒ Proposal Form 8: Mandatory Supplier & Proposal Certifications 

 ☒ Proposal From 9: Clean Air Act & Clean Water Act 

 ☒ Proposal From 10: Debarment Notice 

 ☒ Proposal Form 11: Lobbying Certification 

 ☒ Proposal Form 12: Contractor Certification Requirements 

 ☒ Proposal Form 13: Boycott Certification 

 ☒ Proposal Form 14 Federal Funds Certification Forms 

 ☒ Proposal Form 15: Arizona Contractor Requirements  

 ☒ Proposal Form 16: New Jersey Requirements 

 ☒ Proposal Form 17: General Terms and Conditions Acceptance Form 

 ☒ Proposal Form 18: Equalis Group Administration Agreement Declaration 

 ☒ Proposal Form 19: Master Agreement Signature Form  
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PROPOSAL FORM 1: TECHNICAL PROPOSAL  
 

1. OVERVIEW & QUALIFICATIONS  

1.1. Company Information  

1.1.1. Company Name: The LandTek Group, Inc.  

1.1.2. Corporate Street Address: 105 Sweeneydale Ave, Bay Shore NY 11706 

1.1.3. Website: www.TheLandTekGroup.com 

1.1.4. Formation. In what year was the 
company formed? For how long 
has your company been operating 
under its present business name? 
If your company has changed its 
business name, include the most 
recent prior business name and 
the year of the name change.  

The LandTek Group, Inc. was organized in 1979, 
previously under “Mike Ryan Tree Service”. The 
LandTek Group, Inc. officially began in 1988. 
 

1.1.5. Primary Point of Contact. 
Provide information about the 
Bidder representative/contact 
person authorized to answer 
questions regarding the proposal 
submitted by your company: 

Contact Name: John Sulinski  
 

Title: Chief Operating Officer  

Phone:                 (631) 691-2381 

E-Mail Address: Jsulinski@landtekgroup.com 

1.1.6. Authorized Representative. 
Print or type the name of the 
Bidder representative authorized 
to address contractual issues, 
including the authority to execute 
a contract on behalf of Bidder, and 
to whom legal notices regarding 
contract termination or breach, 
should be sent (if not the same 
individual as in 1.1.9., provide the 
following information on each 
such representative and specify 
their function). 

Contact Name: Michael Ryan 

Title: President  

Phone:                 (631) 691-2382 

E-Mail Address: Estimatinggroup@landtekgroup.com 

 

1.2. Financial Strength & Legal Considerations  

1.2.1. Financial Strength.  
Demonstrate your financial 
strength and stability with 
meaningful data. This could 
include, but is not limited to, such 
items as financial statements, SEC 
filings, credit & bond ratings, 
letters of credit, and detailed 
refence letters. Note: you may 

The LandTek Group, Inc. has been operating 
consistently for over 40 years. Our financial history and 
strong balance sheet are well documented (and 
further provided for your review) We have earned 
strong financial relationships with our bonding and 
banking partners. The LandTek Group, Inc. also 
continues to grow our vendor and supplier network 
with our ability to provide the necessary funds to assist 
in project developments.   



mark this information as a “Trade 
Secret” per the terms outlined in 
the RFP. 

1.2.2. Bankruptcy & Insolvency. 
Describe any bankruptcy or 
insolvency for your organization 
(or its predecessors, if any) or any 
principal of the firm in the last 
three (3) years. 

The LandTek Group, Inc. and its principals have had no 
bankruptcies or insolvencies. 

1.2.3. Litigation. Describe any 
litigation in which your company 
has been involved in the last three 
(3) years and the status of that 
litigation. 

As with any large, multi-faceted company such as The 
LandTek Group, there is the possibility of disputes or 
claims that may result in litigation. We pride ourselves 
on our due diligence in mitigating any issues that 
develop. Our legal knowledge and experienced 
compliance team has been able to eliminate any 
litigations within the last 3 years. 

1.3. Industry Qualifications  

1.3.1. Company Identification. How is 
your organization best identified? 
Is it a manufacturer, distributor, 
dealer, reseller, or service 
provider? 

 The LandTek Group Inc. Is considered a turn-key 
service provider. As is a contracting firm and 
distributor of synthetic turf, and a manufacturer of 
fence/gate and netting systems; we are highly 
qualified in design, construction and maintenance of 
athletic facilities. LandTek is a multi-divisional 
organization that can handle multiple tasks depending 
on the scope of a particular project. While renowned 
for athletic facility work, LandTek also specializes in the 
design - build process of large-scale construction 
projects. The vast portfolio of satisfied LandTek 
customers provides testimony to the company’s 
capabilities. 
 
 

1.3.2. Manufacturer Authorization. If 
your company is best described as 
a distributor/dealer/reseller (or 
similar entity), please certify that 
your organization is authorized to 
sell on behalf of the products and 
services you represent.  

Being an industry leader for over 40 years, we have 
obtained mutually beneficial relationships with 
partners in the sports equipment and construction 
worlds. LandTek is a certified distributer and reseller 
for Musco Lighting, Daktronics, Beynon Sports 
Surfaces, Southern Bleachers, SportsField Specialties, 
and the globally recognized FieldTurf Company and 
others. As an authorized representative we are backed 
by not only our own quality control along with the full 
support of the manufacturers. 
 
Please find attached our certification dealer letter 
from FieldTurf.  
 

1.3.3. Authorized Distributors, 
Agents, Dealers, or Resellers. 

LandTek has many qualified sales professionals and 
will serve as a single point of sale. We take pride in 



Describe the different channels in 
which this contract will be made 
available to Equalis Group 
Members. Your response should 
include, but is not limited to, 
whether your organization will 
serve as the single point of sale or 
if the contract will be made 
available through a network of 
distributors, agents, dealers, or 
resellers. 

 

NOTE: Bidders intending to authorize 

distributors, agents, dealers, or resellers must 

complete Proposal Form 7 - Dealer, Distributor 

and Reseller Authorization Form. 

being proactive, knowledgeable, and positive to all our 
customers.  
 
We also identify key opportunities associated with 
new customers via a digital marketing approach, inside 
sales, marketing events and public bid tracking.   
This is supplemented by consistently hiring new sales 
team members with key relationships in our target 
markets. 
 
The LandTek Group also attends local and national 
industry and customer-based events. Industry events 
include Sports Builders Association, Sports Turf 
Managers Association, and American Sports Builders 
Association. Customer based events include local 
school board associations, local school facility 
directors’ associations, and local athletic directors’ 
conferences. In addition to these events, we are 
equally focused on governmental and municipal 
agencies. 
 

1.3.4. Network Relationship. If your 
company is best described as a 
manufacturer or service provider, 
please describe how your dealer 
network operates to sell and 
deliver the Products & Services 
proposed in this RFP.  If applicable, 
is your network independent or 
company owned? 

At LandTek, we utilize a sales model consisting of 
fulltime salespeople, sales agents and consultants 
along with Inside Sales, Marketing Operations. Our 
network of estimators, project managers, site 
superintendents, construction managers, site labor 
and installers are company owned, and all aid in our 
ability to sell. LandTek currently owns and operates 
hundreds of pieces of construction equipment with 
several fleet offices and hubs across the country to 
efficiently service all of our customers.   

1.3.5. Industry Experience. How long 
has your company provided the 
products and services outlined in 
your response to this RFP? What 
percentage of your company’s 
revenue in each of the last three 
(3) full calendar years was 
generated from these products 
and services? 

Established in 1979, The LandTek Group is a 
contracting company highly qualified in design, 
construction and maintenance of athletic facilities 
throughout the east coast. LandTek has grown from a 
small Long Island establishment concentrating on 
natural grass athletic fields to a $200 million company 
with a $100 million bonding capacity. We provide 
specialized services including athletic facility 
construction, synthetic turf installation and 
maintenance, natural grass field construction and 
maintenance, general contracting, concrete, design-
assist, surveying, fencing and more. LandTek’s breadth 
of services, value engineering capabilities, proven 
results and experience, position the company as the 
leader in the athletic sports facilities construction 
industry. Our clients include professional sports teams 
such as the NY Jets, NY Giants, Philadelphia Eagles, NY 
Mets, NY Red Bulls, NYCFC, Pittsburgh Pirates, Inter 
Miami CF, Miami Dolphins and the San Diego Wave. 



We have worked with government agencies at both 
transportation hubs such as LaGuardia Airport, JFK 
Airport and O’Hare Airport as well as government 
education sites like The US Navy, The US Air Force, US 
Marines and the Merchant Marine Academy. We have 
also designed and constructed numerous athletic 
facilities for many municipalities, universities such as 
Virginia Union University, University of Miami, 
Fordham University, Columbia University, and over 
5,000+ high schools. We have numerous large-scale 
vertical construction facility projects including 
Columbia University, Stony Brook University, 
Memorial Stadium and more.  
 
LandTek’s experienced team understands the 
processes required to complete every project as 
envisioned by our customers, regardless of the size or 
scope. From site development to athletic field 
installation, LandTek provides a turnkey total solution 
by self-performing the vast majority of our work. Our 
quality control and project management processes 
allow the company to deliver projects on time and 
within budget while also maintaining a safe 
environment for our crews and customers. With a 
team of certified professionals, LandTek commits to 
focused expertise in all aspects of sports field 
construction. As an exclusive supplier of FieldTurf, the 
industry leader of turf manufacturing, LandTek uses 
nothing but the best material and premier equipment 
and machinery. Working closely with our clients, 
LandTek delivers on our promise of “Building 
Champions from the Ground Up.” 
 
In the past five years LandTek has been recognized as 
a quality sports construction firm through the 
following industry awards: 
• American Sport Builders Association- 2019 Point 
Pleasant HS, NJ  
American Society of Civil Engineers - 2020 Quality of 
Life Award- Ellsworth W. Allen Park, NY 
• American Sport Builders Association- 2020 Single 
Field Facility- Bronze Award- Centenary University, NJ 
• American Sport Builders Association- 2020 Multi-
Field Facility- Silver Award- Flamingo West Park, FL 
• American Sport Builders Association- 2021 Track and 
Field Facility of the Year- Abessinio Stadium at 
Salesianum School, DEL 
 
100% of LandTek’s revenue encompasses all of the 
products and services provided in this proposal.  
 



1.3.6. Geographic Reach. Describe your      

company’s service area in the United States and 

which areas you intend to offer services under a 

resulting contract if awarded. 

 

Currently LandTek covers a large part of the east coast 
and has expanded to areas such as California, Illinois 
and West Virginia. With the growth of operations and 
continued addition of Cooperative Purchasing 
Programs like this one we foresee LandTek continuing 
to grow its footprint. 

1.3.7. Certifications and Licenses. 
Provide a detailed explanation 
outlining the licenses and 
certifications that are i) required 
to be held, and ii) actually held by 
your organization (including third 
parties and subcontractors that 
you use). Has your company 
maintained these certifications on 
an ongoing basis? If not, when and 
why did your company lose any 
referenced certifications? 

 

NOTE: Provide copies of any of the certificates or 
licenses included in your response in Proposal 
Form 5 - Certifications and Licenses. 

The LandTek Group, Inc. has business licenses in all of 
our current locations. Our company also has the 
necessary certifications required to complete a 
majority of work performed. Our ability to have in-
house personnel and professionals work on the 
majority of our projects, ensures quality control on all 
levels. Our company has the ability to provide service 
in all areas, and we are confident that we can obtain 
any additional licensing that may be required. Our 
dedicated and experience compliance staff is able to 
assist with this endeavor. To review our current copies 
of our state licenses and certifications, please see the 
attached provided. 

1.4. Public Sector Experience  

1.4.1. Public Sector Cooperative 
Contracts. Provide a list of the 
public sector cooperative 
contracts (e.g., state term 
contracts, public sector 
cooperatives, etc.)  you currently 
hold and the annual revenue 
through those contracts in each of 
the last three (3) calendar year. 
Please exclude information and 
data associated with Federal or 
GSA contracts  

We currently hold a multitude of product and service 
contracts. We also are an authorized 
distributor/installer on manufacturers cooperative 
contracts. The cooperative contracts that we have 
utilized are OGS, GSA, Sourcewell, KPN, NJPA and E & 
I. We have Non-Disclosure Agreements on many of 
these contracts but are willing to discuss certain 
specifics during a descope meeting if we are selected 
as an entity to Equalis Group deem responsive to this 
bid solicitation. These contracts total an average of 
65million per year based on a look back of 3 years.  
 
The LandTek Group, Inc. is eager to have a contract 
with Equalis and are confident it will be equally 
beneficial to both parties. With the flexibility of this 
platform and our support, we anticipate utilizing this 
contract in lieu of others.  

1.4.2. Education Success. What is the 
i) total dollar amount, and ii) 
percentage of your company’s 
total annual revenue generated by 
sales to educational institutions 
(i.e., K-12 schools & school 
districts and high education)? 

Creating relationships and building upon our superior 
reputation, we have continued to grow our company 
in all aspects, especially the education driven market, 
to what it is today. Below is just a snapshot of our 
project percentages and sales revenue in education 
generated sales.  
 



Education: 70% equaling to approximately 110 million 
dollars in revenue. 

1.4.3. Government Success. What is 
the i) total dollar amount, and ii) 
percentage of your company’s 
total annual revenue generated by 
sales to local governments (i.e., 
municipalities, counties, special 
districts, and state agencies)? 

The LandTek Group, Inc. has the experience in all 
sectors of public work such as local governments, 
driving our growth through sales and relationships. 
Below is just a snapshot of our project percentages and 
sales revenue in government generated sales.  
 
Education: 25% equaling to $35,347,000  in revenue 

1.4.4. Customer References. Provide 
references of at least five (5) local 
government or educational 
institution customers for which 
your company has provided 
products and services similar in 
nature and scope to those defined 
in this RFP in the last three (3) 
years. Each reference should 
include: 

a. Customer contact person and their 
title, telephone number, and email 
address; 

b. A brief description of the products 
and services provided by your 
company; 

c. Customer relationship starting and 
ending dates; and, 

d. Notes or other pertinent 
information relating to the 
customer and/or the products and 
services your company provided. 

East Islip 
John Dolan 
School Superintendent 
631-224-2010 
jdolan@eischools.org 
Since 2012 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Mount Vernon  
Memorial Field Mt Vernon 
Ken Jenkins 
Deputy County Executive 
O: 914-995-2909 
kjenkins@westchestergov.com 
Since 2019 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Stony Brook Indoor 
Adam McLeod 
Associate Athletic Director 
O: 631-632-4730 
C: 845-641-7142 
Adam.mcleod@stonybrook.edu 
Since 2002 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Verona HS  
Ms. Diane DiGiuseppe  
973-571-2029 –  
ddigiuseppe@veronaschools.org 
Since 2017 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Centenary University 
Denton L. Stargel –  
VP of Business/Finance and CFO –  
908-852-1400 ext. 2575 –  
stargeld@centenaryuniversity.edu 
Since 2012 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 

mailto:jdolan@eischools.org
mailto:kjenkins@westchestergov.com


 
 
VUU 
Jerome Furtado 
Assistant Athletic Director for Operations 
(804)257-5479 
jdfurtado@vuu.edu 
Since 2019 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
Virginia Tech 
David Chinn 
Director of Finance and Planning 
(540) 231-3454 
dchinn@vt.edu 
Since 2017 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Abingdon Sports Complex, VA 
TOBY BRYINGTON 
PROJECT MANAGER 
T 276.523.0411  
Since 2021 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
FDU  
Contact is Dick Frick  
 VP of Facilities –  
973-443-8926 –  
rfrick@fdu.edu 
Drew Kriemelmeyer – Derck & Edson 
 Design Project Manager 
717-626-2054  
ajk@derckandedson.com 
Since 2018 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
Western Virginia University 
Contact- FieldTurf 
Scope- Replacement of their current multipurpose 
synthetic turf field. Removal of old turf and installation 
of new FieldTurf product.  
 
Penn State University 
Doug Wenger 
Project Manager 
814-863-9622 
Jdw132@psu.edu 
Since 2019 
See attached reference pdf for more details 

mailto:jdfurtado@vuu.edu


 
 
Perkiomen Valley HS 
Josh Bertholf 
Grounds Supervisor 
215-859-3738 
jbertholf@pvsd.org 
Since 2020 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
Millersville University 
Ruth Sheetz 
Procurement Director 
717-871-7884 
Ruth.sheetz@millersville.edu 
Since 2017 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
Littlestown HS 
Victor Trone 
Facility Director 
717-359-4146 
tronev@lasd.k12.pa.us 
Since 2019 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
Swarthmore College 
Mike Boyd 
Facility Director 
610-328-8577 
Mboyd1@swarthmore.du  
Since 2020 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
The Tatnall School 
Angelo Fontanazza 
Director of Facilities 
302-892-4339 
angelofontanazza@tatnall.org 
Since 2019 
Scope- Track resurface and conversion of multiple 
fields from natural to synthetic. Including a field 
hockey field and a multipurpose field.  
 
 
Eden Park/ City of Wilmington 
Leonard Sophrin 

mailto:jbertholf@pvsd.org
mailto:Ruth.sheetz@millersville.edu
mailto:tronev@lasd.k12.pa.us
mailto:angelofontanazza@tatnall.org


Project manager 
302-576-3825 
Since 2019 
Conversion of multiple fields from natural grass to 
synthetic. 
 
 
Wellington HS 
Matt Estes – Superintendant of Sports Facilities 
561) 603-3881  
Mestes@Wellingtonfl.Gov 
Since 2019 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
 
University of Miami 
Jackie Candela – Sr. Project Manager 
(305) 284-9891 
Jcandela@miami.edu 
Since 2017 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 
FAU Stadium 
Chris Ryder 
Associate Athletic Director 
(516)322-5882 
ryderc@fau.edu 
Since 2017 
See attached reference pdf for more details 
 

2. Products & Services  

2.1. PRODUCTS & SERVICES  

2.1.1. Product & Services 
Description(s). Provide a detailed 
description of the products and 
services you are offering as a part 
of your proposal.  

 

Your response may include, but is not 
limited to, information related to 
differentiators, manufacturing 
capabilities & advantages, warranty 
information, turnkey capabilities, 
installation or set-up, training services, 
maintenance services, or any other 
piece of information that would help 

Site, Civil Work & Development 

• Site Clearing 

• Excavation 

• Drainage 

• Laser Grading 

• Piping & Stormwater Storage 

• Irrigation Systems 

• Utility Infrastructure 

• Asphalt Paving 
 
Natural Grass Construction 

• Field construction 

• Sub-surface cooling/heating 

• Expert design/drainage 

• Laser grading 

mailto:Mestes@Wellingtonfl.Gov
mailto:ryderc@fau.edu


understand the breadth and depth of 
your product and service offering.  

 

 

IMPORTANT. This description along with the 
products and services included in the 
Attachment B – Cost Proposal will be utilized to 
define the overall products and services 
available under a resulting contract. 

• Aeration 

• Seeding 

• Sodding 

• Fertilization 

• Top Dressing 

• Clay & Infield Construction 
 
Synthetic Turf 

• Synthetic turf installation 

• Turf replacement 

• Custom logo/end zone designs 

• Repairs  

• Field Maintenance 
 
 
Concrete Infrastructure 

• Concrete and masonry retaining walls 

• Brick pavers 

• Curbs & sidewalks 

• Installations & repair 

• Concrete ADA walks & ramps 

• Parking lots, and driveways 
 
 
Athletic Fencing 

• Temporary 

• Chain link 

• Backstops 

• Removable outfield walls 

• Netting Systems 

• Ornamental 

• Security 
 
 
Site Infrastructure (Above Ground)  

• Air supported structures 

• Tension fabric buildings 

• Press boxes 

• Sports facility lighting 

• Bleachers 

• Scoreboards 

• Concession stands 

• Restroom Buildings 

• Video Score Board & Sound Systems 

• Playgrounds 
 
 
Running Tracks, Sports Courts & Resilient Surfaces 

• Acrylic Surfaces  



• New construction, and replacement 

• Surface repairs & patching 

• Line striping 

• Tennis Courts 

• Pickleball Courts 

• Basketball Courts 
 
Construction & Facility Upgrades 

• Bleacher modifications 

• Concession Stands 

• Restrooms 

• Sports Lighting 

2.1.2. Additional Offering. Please 
include any additional products 
and services not included in the 
scope of the solicitation that you 
think will enhance and add value 
to this contract’s participating 
agencies. 

Additional Offerings that the LandTek Group, Inc. 

provides: 

Specialized Natural Grass Drainage Systems  

• Quick Drain 

 

Sports Field Performance Testing 

• Performance 

• Agronomic 

• Impact Testing 

o GMAX 

o CLEGG 

 

Custom Fence and Netting Systems 

 

Emergency Repairs 

• emergency assessment and maintenance to 

athletic facilities. This includes but is not 

limited to, drainage repairs, base repairs, 

synthetic turf repairs and inlaid line 

replacement, infill replenishment, tennis court 

crack repairs, track divots and crack repairs, 

storm damage remediation to athletic fields, 

irrigation inspection and repair as well as 

other activities.  

 

Natural grass fields require regular maintenance in 

order to maintain playability. The LandTek Group’s 

comprehensive natural turf maintenance program 

ensures that playing surfaces are optimized to provide 

the athletes utilizing the field with the best possible 

natural turf playing experience. Utilizing industry best 



practices and state-of-the-art equipment, LandTek’s 

comprehensive natural turf maintenance program 

provides clients with a wide variety of services to opti- 

mize your field. In addition, LandTek has several 

Certified Sports Field Managers on staff, providing 

clients with the best improvement recommendations 

With LandTeks 40+ years of experience in sports field 

construction and maintenance, we are confident in 

providing additional services around design-build. 

Having Certified Field Builders and Certified Sports 

Field Managers on staff along with architect partners 

and engineers we are confident in streamlining he 

process from start to finish, bringing the customers 

vision to live both economically but efficiently as well.  

Our certified field staff are also equipped with the 

most up-to-date technology to properly evaluate any 

field for safety, and longevity. With particular testing 

processes LandTek ease the minds of mind to clients 

and facility owners.   

2.1.3. Open Market Products. Provide 
a detailed description of your 
ability to accommodate requests 
for Open Market Products. Open 
Market Products is a category of 
products that cannot be found in 
your standard catalog offering or 
non-inventoried products. 

Additional open market products that don’t fall under 
normal list products include the assessment and 
installation of undersoil heating and cooling systems 
including sub-air systems and radiant heat. These 
systems are designed to help maintain natural grass 
and synthetic turf fields at optimal conditions for play 
throughout the different seasons of play.  

2.1.4.   The LandTek Group Inc. has warranties that cover all 
products and our company installations. The LandTek 
Group, Inc. has warranties that cover the expense of 
technicians’ travel time, and mileage to perform  
repairs. All necessary repairs will be facilitated and 
coordinated through our corporate headquarters in 
Bayshore, NY, where our fully dedicated and 
experienced maintenance divisions are able to help 
facilitate any requirements. Our warranty ensures that 
all products and services are covered, and that any 
issues that may arise. The LandTek Group, Inc. 
provides our clients with the satisfaction of service and 
product support from beginning to the end, or life 
cycle on each project.  

3. Business Operations  

3.1. Customer Service  



3.1.1. Customer Service Department. 
Describe your company’s 
customer service department & 
operations. Your description may 
include, but is not limited to, hours 
of operation, number and location 
of service centers, parts outlets, 
number of customer service 
representatives. Clarify if the 
service centers are owned by your 
company of if they are a network 
of subcontractors. 

LandTek’s sales and technical team will respond within 
24 hours after request. We will review with the client 
what they need and try and meet all their goals. 
LandTek has a unique differentiation in that account 
managers are assigned to each entity allowing a focal 
point for all issues, concerns, opportunities, and 
services.  Account managers adhere to the philosophy 
that any customer issue will be documented and 
proactively addressed. 
 
The LandTek Group’s standard operating procedure 
requires that our Project Management team at the 
onset of any operation define a master plan consisting 
of the following points: 

• Develop an itemized list of desired 
achievements 

• Create general project timeline 

• List of potential challengers and/or 
external factors that could impact 
overall quality and customer 
satisfaction 

• Establish a plan of action to facilitate 
the successful completion of a specific 
project 

• Communication is paramount for a 
successful outcome 

• Focus on safety 

• Work within budgets and offer value 
engineered solutions when applicable 

 
During the project our onsite management staff are 
required to make daily control assessments which are 
logged in our system. Including any corrective measure 
required to ensure we meet overall project 
expectations. 
 
At the end of any project/operation, LandTek’s 
management team conducts a thorough review 
accessing the following key factors: 
• Quality of workmanship 
• Overall Cost 
• Timeliness 
• Project issues and the manner that they were 
resolved 
• How to best grow from the issues and build on the 
successes of the project 
 
This cycle enables LandTek to continue to grow 
without sacrificing quality and customer satisfaction. 
 



 
Project Phases 
1. Before the commencement of activities or 
establishment of a field office for our construction 
management staff, we will prepare a plan for 
mobilization and security at the site, and review with 
representatives for concurrence. The plan will 
designate areas on the site for contractor parking, field 
offices, storage areas and routes for material delivery. 
It is developed to make the most efficient use of the 
areas available to construction personnel while also 
accommodating any on-going construction activities. 
We integrate any field office requirements for the 
project consultants and representatives. 
2. The creation of project controls will provide a 
vehicle to monitor the physical construction and 
financial reporting of the project. Before project 
commencement, we will require that these controls be 
in place. Issues related to scheduling/coordination of 
construction, cost control, flow of funds, changes in 
scope of work, procurement, drawing control, quality 
assurance, and safety all require proactive monitoring. 
3. A detailed recordkeeping system will be 
prepared and maintained throughout the course of the 
project. Records shall include but not necessarily be 
limited to shop drawings, daily logs, progress 
schedules, quality control reports, change order Logs, 
and requisition reports. 
4. As we approach the end of a project, a punch 
list is developed in order to ensure even the smallest 
issues are addressed prior to project completion. But 
our involvement doesn’t end when the project is 
finished. Moving forward, we continue our customer-
oriented approach with ongoing accountability and 
maintenance. We are a specialized site contractor, 
performing the vast majority of work in-house in order 
to control quality and ensure your project is 
maintained to our high standards. If ever there is an 
issue, we facilitate all product and labor warranties. 
Our experienced, in-house local crews, estimators, 
project managers, operators and builders are not 
assembled by job. When and if problems do arise, our 
model minimizes finger pointing, facilitating expedited 
problem identification and resolution. 
 

3.2. Customer Set Up; Order & Invoice 

Processing; Payment 

 

3.2.1. Order & Invoice Process. 
Describe your company’s proposal 

The LandTek Group, Inc. has policies and procedures 
set in place to ensure proper proposal development, 



development, order, and invoice 
process. Your response should 
include, but is not limited to, 
acceptable payment methods and 
standard payment terms.  

order processing and successful completion of 
invoicing.  
 
Proposals are generated by our highly experienced 
Sales & Estimating team, alongside our project 
management professionals. All aspects of the project 
are considered when formulating the cost, and the 
outcome is well thought out in regard to timing, profits 
and customer/owner satisfaction. 
 
The LandTek Group, Inc. produces orders which 
provide enough detailed information to ensure the 
customer/owner a simple, standardized, and 
streamlined representation of the project/service. 
 
Our orders include the following: 
 
Description of the product or materials 
Quantity 
Price 
Payment terms 
Shipment method/dates 
Order reference number 
Other, job specific information, can always be added if 
requested or needed.  
 
The LandTek Group, inc. always ensures to carefully 
review an order prior to distribution. Our highly 
experienced and dedicated staff is committed to the 
accuracy on each job order.  
 
 It is a strong focus of LandTek to properly invoice for 
each one of our projects and orders. LandTek takes 
pride in ensuring that one of the most crucial steps to 
managing our company’s accounts receivables, is done 
in an accurate and timely manner.  
 
The LandTek Group, inc. keeps its invoicing procedures 
aligned with our high standards of accuracy and time 
sensitive needs of all parties involved. 
 
Our invoices typically include: 
 

• The date the invoice was created 

• Names and addresses of both parties 

• Description of the goods and services 

• The price and quantities for those goods and 
services 

• The terms of payment 

• Name and address of the contractor 



• Invoice date and invoice number 

• Contract number or other authorization for 
supplies delivered or services performed  

• Description, quantity, unit of measure, unit 
price, and extended price of supplies 
delivered, or services performed 

• Delivery/Shipping and payment terms 

• Name and address of contractor official to 
whom payment is to be sent 

• Name, title, phone number, and mailing 
address of person to notify in the event of a 
defective invoice 

• Any other information or documentation that 
may be job specific  

• Contract number or authorization 

• Description of supplies delivered, or services 
performed. 

•  Quantities of supplies received and accepted, 
or services performed, if applicable. 

• Date supplies were either delivered or services 
were performed. 

• Acceptance of the supplies or services; or 
 
 

3.2.2. Financing. Does your company 
offer any financing options or 
programs? If yes, describe the 
financing options available to 
Members.  

Via a partnership with Venture Funding Specialists 
Banking, founded by two lease financing veterans with 
over 70 years of combined experience, LandTek 
provides: 

• A full range of programs designed to 
help equipment manufacturers and 
distributors enhance sales by offering 
a financing or leasing option to 
customers. 

• Banking relationships with over 30 
financial institutions 

3.3. Bonding Capabilities  

3.3.1. Bonding. Describe your 
company’s bonding capacity. Your 
response may include, but is not 
limited to, the bonding company’s 
surety rating. 

The LandTek Group, Inc is bonded by The Hanover 
Insurance Company (Hanover).  
 
Hanover Insurance Company provides a $25,000,000 
single project / $150,000,000 aggregate 
program to The LandTek Group, Inc. 
 
The Hanover Insurance Company would favorably 
consider a request from The LandTek Group, Inc. to 
provide performance and payment bonds that may be 
required. Such prequalification and approval would be 
conditioned upon applicable underwriting 
considerations such as, but not limited to, acceptable 



contract terms and bond forms, confirmation of 
satisfactory financing and favorable review of the 
underwriting information at the time of actual request 
for the bonds. 
 
 
 
Contact Information: 
Hanover Insurance (732) 805-2000 
USI Insurance Services 
Lou Spina (516) 419-4092  
 
Please find the attached Bonding letter, for your 
review. 
 

4. PRICING  

4.1. Cost Proposal   

4.1.1. Pricing Model. Provide a 
description of your pricing model 
or methodology identifying how 
the model works for the products 
and services included in your 
proposal. Your response should 
describe how the proposed pricing 
model is able to be audited by an 
Equalis Group member to assure 
compliance with the pricing in the 
Master Agreement.  

Our pricing model is based on a selection of unit priced 
goods for commonly used athletic products and 
construction solutions. Additional pricing is provided 
for items outside of the scope in the attached labor 
pricing RS Means. RS Means covers the all-inclusive 
turn-key solutions with a complete list of all products, 
supplies, material, equipment, services, accessories 
and options with their description, specification, terms 
and conditions, and associated pricing for each item. 

4.1.2. Auditable. Describe how the 
proposed pricing model is able to 
be audited by public sector 
agencies or CCOG to assure 
compliance with pricing in the 
Master Agreement. 

The pricing model included in our proposal is based on 
current market rates. These rates are consistently at or 
below similar constructs and can be solicited by third 
party agencies (i.e: RS Means-see 4.1.1) 

4.1.3. Cost Proposal Value. Which of 
the following statements best 
describes the pricing offered 
included in Bidder’s cost proposal. 

The prices offered in your Cost Proposal are: 

☒ lower than what you offer other group purchasing 
organizations, cooperative purchasing organizations, 
or state purchasing departments. 

☒   equal to what you offer other group purchasing 
organizations, cooperative purchasing organizations, 
or state purchasing departments. 

☐ higher than what you offer other group purchasing 
organizations, cooperative purchasing organizations, 
or state purchasing departments. 

☐ not applicable. Please explain below. 



We have checked both boxes above due to variations 
in project scope, specifications and contract dollar 
value.  

4.1.4. Additional Savings. Describe 
any quantity or volume discounts 
or rebate programs included in 
your Cost Proposal. 

As the Equalis relationship is cultivated we expect 
increased volumes to result in further discounting 
capability. Please refer to the attached VPA schedule 
to determine additional discounts based on volume. 
See attached table for percentage breakdown. 

4.1.5. Pricing Open Market or Sourced 
Goods. If relevant, propose a 
method for the pricing of Open 
Market Items. For example, you 
may supply such items "at cost" or 
"at cost plus a percentage" or you 
supply a quote for each such 
request. 

 

NOTE: For a definition of Open Market Items, 
please refer to Part One, Section 5 – Pricing. 

Product offerings will be priced accordingly to our cost 
schedule.  
 
Items that fall under the cost-plus percentage will be 
determined by a competitive procurement process. 
We will provide multiple quotes for comparison and 
determine the best products meet the customers 
project specifications and budget.   
 
 

4.1.6. Total Cost of Acquisition. 
Identify any total cost of 
acquisition costs that are NOT 
included in the pricing submitted 
with your response. This cost 
includes all additional charges that 
are not directly identified as 
freight or shipping charges. For 
example, list costs for items like 
installation, set up, mandatory 
training, or initial inspection. 
Identify any parties that impose 
such costs and their relationship to 
the Bidder. 

Our pricing model includes unit costs for standard 
items including freight, installation etc, Hourly labor 
rates will be based on units provided and adjusted with 
labor coefficients for each specific region. RS Means 
will be utilized to price additional work not specifically 
identified in the solicitation.  
 
Additional fees that may  be required: 

• Bonding 1.5%  

• RSMeans (If Required) 3rd party validation 
with a fee of 1.4% 

• Additional insurance requirements (project 
specific) 

5. GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY  

5.1. Bidder Organizational Structure & 

Staffing of Relationship 

 

5.1.1. Key Contacts. Provide contact 
information and resumes for the 
person(s) who will be responsible 
for the following areas;  

1. Executive Contact 

2. Contract Manager 

3. Sales Leader 

4. Reporting Contact 

1. Executive Contact- John Sulinski 
2. Contract Manager- Lisa Bove 
3. Sales Leader- John Nitti 
4. Reporting Contact- Melissa Kraus 
5. Marketing Contact—Bradley Richtman 
 

 
Please refer to the attached resumes for all key 
contacts.  



5. Marketing Contact.  

Indicate who the primary contact will be if it is 
not the Sales Leader 

5.1.2. Sales Organization. Provide a 
description of your sales 
organization, including key staff 
members, the size of the 
organization, in-house vs. third-
party sales resources, geographic 
territories, vertical market 
segmentation, etc. 

At LandTek, we utilize a sales model consisting of 
fulltime salespeople, sales agents and consultants 
along with Inside Sales, Marketing and Sales 
Operations. Project Managers and division heads also 
contribute to the LandTek brand awareness and 
selling. We provide capabilities relative to expertise in 
tracks, natural turf, synthetic turf, site infrastructure 
construction, tennis courts, bleachers, lights, 
concession stands, press boxes, etc. 
 
The key staff responsible for the sales team are: 
John Nitti, VP of Sales & Marketing 
Marty Lyons, VP of PR, US Wide Sales 
AJ McCabe: US Sales Operations 
Brad Richtman: US Marketing  
 
Account Manager, Nassau County 
Account Manager, NJ, PA, DE, MD 
Account Manager, VA, NC, SC & Certified Sports Field 
Manager (CSFMS) Relates Sales 
Consultant - US 
Sales Agent, Carolinas 
Account Manager, Long Island and GCs 
Sales Agent, Mid-Atlantic 
Account Manager, Long Island and Certified Sports 
Field Manager (CSFMS) Relates Sales 
Kevin Slattery, US Inside Sales 
Account Manager, Suffolk County 
Account Manager, US Private Sector 
US Municipalities 
Account Manager, Southeast & FL 

5.2. Contract Implementation Strategy & 

Expectations 

 

5.2.1. Contract Expectation. What are 
your company’s expectations in 
the event of a contract award? 

The LandTek Group, Inc. is confident that we can 
provide a multitude of services and products and 
become a great ambassador for Equalis. Our goal is to 
provide exceptional customer service and introduce 
and utilize our team of dedicated professionals that 
have the ability and expertise to grow this platform. 
We are confident that our company assets will provide 
a reputable and profitably outcome for all.  

5.2.2. Five (5) Year Sales Vision & 
Strategy. Describe your 
company’s vision and strategy to 
leverage a resulting contract with 
Equalis over the next five (5) years. 

The LandTek Group understands how to successfully 
market and leverage cooperative purchasing contracts 
to a variety of public institutions. 
 



Your response may include but is 
not limited to; the geographic or 
public sector vertical markets 
being targeted; your strategy for 
acquiring new business and 
retaining existing business; how 
the contract will be deployed with 
your sales team; and the time 
frames in which this will be 
completed. 

Immediately upon award, LandTek will begin 
marketing the Equalis contract. These steps include 
but are not limited to: 
 
 
The LandTek Sales and Marketing team will 
demonstrate to current and future EQUALIS members 
the value and benefits on Contract purchasing.  
 
• Provide familiarity/knowledge of member 
cooperative procurement options. 
• Cross brand marketing materials with LandTek and 
Equalis branding for coherent messaging. 
• Add Equalis logo and information to our website 
where cooperative purchasing is referenced.  
• Attendance of national and local conferences 
promoting partnership. 
• Educate current subcontractors/ engineers and 
architects into the EQUALIS fold by explaining the 
value-added nature of the contract highlighting: 
a) Its simplicity and ease of use. 
b) Its defined, preferential pricing 
c) Its proven potency in the marketplace 
d) Customer references and stories 
f) Demonstrate (through sales figures and other data) 
the current success of the contract and its potential to 
grow with continued understanding and participation.  
 
Sales teams will work with Equalis member regarding 
project scope of work, sports facility construction 
needs (including infrastructure and additional sports 
equipment), budget and time frame. LandTek 
Estimators and the Sales Team will generate customer 
proposals with relative EQUALIs pricing and language. 
Customer’s will review and approve proposal and then 
issue a PO to LandTek.  
 
 
The marketing strategy will be handled by the 
Marketing Manager and Sales Operations to educate 
all account managers and sales agents in all LandTek 
territories. LandTek has a commitment to all all our 
cooperative purchasing agreements. Understanding of 
the benefits and usage of the Equalis contract will be 
reviewed with all LandTek employees.  
 
The Marketing team will push Equalis content and 
information regarding the ease of use and benefit to 
our customers though all marketing channels.  
 



• Social media post explaining the usage and benefits 
of cooperative purchasing 
•Dedicated e-blasts to our data base regarding 
information about Equalis and our partnership.  
 •Marketing at trade shows with EQUALIS. 
• Generate co-branded fliers. 
• Sponsor & attend events to get in front of EQUALIS 
clients.  
 
Based on geographical needs and requirements we 
intend to attend relevant shows and events that 
coincide with the reach and need of this contract.  
 
Relative Sample of Current Trade Shows and Events 
for 2023 
 
• NJ Parks And Rec 
• North Carolina Athletic Directors Show 
• National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
• ASBO MD/DC Maryland 
• Maryland Park and Rec (MRPA) 
• Illinois Athletic Directors (IADA) 
• Georgia Athletic Coaches Ass. (GACA) 
• Sports Turfs Managers Ass. (STMA) 
• AIA - American Institute of Architects 
• American School Business Officials (ASBO) 
• NFHS - National HS ADs 
• Build Expo 
• PA School Business Officials 
• NJ Directors of Athletics Association 
• NJ School Building and Grounds 
• NY Purchasing 
• NYS Parks and Rec 
• National Athletic Director Conference 
• Virginia Inter-Scholastic 
Athletic Administrators Association 
• NY Suffolk Facilities Annual Golf Outing 
• NYS Athletics Association 
• ASLA NY 
• ASLA Florida 
• ASLA Virginia 
• Florida Purchasing 
• Florida Venue Managers 
• Florida Educational Facilities Planners 
• Florida Parks and Rec 
• NY School Superintendents 
• NJ School Board Association 
• Virginia Parks and Rec 
• Virginia School Board Association 
• Associated Builders and Contractors Annual National 
Conference 



• North Carolina Athletic Directors Show 
• North Carolina Tec and Park Association 
• Florida ASLA Conference 
 
 
Digital Marketing 
Website-  
LandTekGroup.com – Average 2,600 visits a month 
(30,000 a year) 
Email Data base – approx. 12,000 (roughly 32 e-blasts 
a year) 
 
Social Media 
Platforms include: 
Facebook- 1,800 Followers 
Twitter- 811 Followers 
Instagram- 1,066 Followers 
LinkedIn- 1,413 Followers 
YouTube- Average of 250 views a month 
Average: 32,000 impressions/reach across all 
platforms each month 

5.2.3. Sales Objectives. What are your 
top line sales objectives in each of 
the five (5) years if awarded this 
contract? 

As a company, we have been very successful 
leveraging requirements contracts and cooperative 
purchasing agreements.  Over the past five years we 
have over $170 million in realized revenue associate 
with such vehicles.  We have also grown overall in the 
last five years from $120 million to $200 million or 
about 66%.  Given that such contract revenue would 
be more correlated with our sales team, which would 
be most utilizing the Equalis Contract, that growth over 
the last five years would be more applicable and is 
actually 340%.  Our customer relationships, proven 
results, vast experience and value engineering 
capabilities differentiate LandTek among prospects 
and customers who want to partner with LandTek for 
their important projects.  Utilizing such contracts gives 
them the opportunity to choose LandTek while also 
following procurement guidelines.  Many do not want 
to be forced to work with an inexperienced, low-priced 
vendor who may experience financial issues on a 
project and attempts to recoup margins with change 
orders.  Given our success leveraging contracts such as 
Equalis, we expect the following associated revenue 
across the east coast and beyond: 
 
2023: $10 million 
2024: $15 million 
2024:  $22.5 million 
2025: $27 million 
2026: $32.4 million 



6. ADMIN FEE & REPORTING  

6.1. Bidder Organizational Structure & Staffing 

of Relationship 

 

6.1.1. Administrative Fee. Equalis 
Group only generates revenue 
when the Winning Supplier 
generates revenue based on 
contract utilization by current and 
future Members.  

 

The administrative fee is normally 
calculated as a percentage of the total 
Spend for agencies accessing product 
and services through the Master 
Agreement and is typically two percent 
(2%) to three percent (3%). In some 
categories, a flat fee or another fee 
structure may be acceptable. 

 

Please provide your proposed 
Administrative Fee percentage or 
structure. 

 

NOTE: The proposed Administrative Fee 
language for this contract is based on the terms 
disclosed in the Attachment A – Model 
Administration Agreement. 

6.1.2. Sales & Administrative Fee 
Reporting. Equalis Group requires 
monthly reports detailing sales 
invoiced the prior month and 
associated Administrative Fees 
earned by the 15th of each month. 
Confirm that your company will 
meet this reporting requirement. 
If not, explain why and propose an 
alternative time schedule for 
providing these reports to Equalis 
Group. 

Based on our experience of using contracts we feel 
quarterly reporting provides a more accurate view of 
results based on phases of project completion. 
Quarterly reports would fall in line with typical project 
timelines that encompass a large scope and would be 
in accordance with our accounting procedures. 

6.1.3. Self-Audit. Describe any self-
audit process or program that you 
plan to employ to verify 
compliance with your proposed 
contract with Equalis Group. This 
process includes ensuring that 

Having been a successful, full-service company for over 
40 years, The LandTek Group, Inc. takes pride in our 
ability to oversee all aspects of the work that we 
provide. We are able to confidently claim that all 
aspects of the work, from expediting to execution, 
ensure correct pricing, reporting and contract 



Members obtain the correct 
pricing, reports reflect all sales 
made under the Contract, and 
Winning Supplier remit the proper 
admin fee to Equalis. 

stipulations. Our company encourages 
communicational meetings within all parties to review 
the process of a project moving forward. Our goal is to 
provide exceptional customer service, and we are 
confident that this is achievable through our already 
established project management team. Our company 
has set in place policies and procedures that ensure 
project quality and progress. Our quality control and 
project management processes allow the company to 
deliver projects on time and within budget. Our 
resources of industry professionals, from certified turf 
managers, project managers, engineers and 
experienced corporate staff work together to assist in 
the day-to-day operations. Our experience, dedication 
and ability to adapt and overcome challenges on any 
project have allowed us to be a highly regarded general 
contractor that specializes in athletic facility 
construction throughout the United States.   

 

  



PROPOSAL FORM 2: COST PROPOSAL 
 
A template for the Cost Proposal has been included as Attachment B and must be uploaded as a separate 
attachment to a Bidder’s proposal submission. Bidders are permitted to revise any part of the spreadsheet to 
the Cost Proposal to accurately reflect the column titles, details, discounts, pricing categories of products, 
services, and solutions being offered to Equalis Group Members.  
 
Bidder’s Cost Proposal must include the information requested in Section 5 - Pricing.  
 
NOTE: Cost Proposals will remain sealed and will only be opened and reviewed for those Bidders that meet 
the minimum Technical Proposal score threshold as described in Section 6.2 - Evaluation and Scoring of 
Proposals. 
 
 

(The rest of this page is intentionally left blank) 
 

  



PROPOSAL FORM 3: DIVERSITY VENDOR CERTIFICATION PARTICIPATION 
 
Diversity Vendor Certification Participation - It is the policy of some Members participating in Equalis 
Group to involve minority and women business enterprises (M/WBE), small and/or disadvantaged 
business enterprises, disable veterans business enterprises, historically utilized businesses (HUB) and 
other diversity recognized businesses in the purchase of goods and services. Respondents shall indicate 
below whether or not they hold certification in any of the classified areas and include proof of such 
certification with their response. 
 

a. Minority Women Business Enterprise 
Respondent certifies that this firm is an MWBE:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:   Click or tap here to enter text.  

 
b. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (“DBE”) 

Respondent certifies that this firm is a SBE or DBE:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:  Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
c. Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise (DVBE)  

Respondent certifies that this firm is an DVBE:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:  Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
d. Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB)  

Respondent certifies that this firm is an HUB:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:  Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
e. Historically Underutilized Business Zone Enterprise (HUBZone) 

Respondent certifies that this firm is an HUBZone:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:  Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
f. Other  

Respondent certifies that this firm is a recognized diversity certificate holder:  Yes   No 
List certifying agency:  Click or tap here to enter text. 

  



PROPOSAL FORM 4: CERTIFICATIONS AND LICENSES 
 
Provide a copy of all current licenses, registrations and certifications issued by federal, state and local 
agencies, and any other licenses, registrations or certifications from any other governmental entity with 
jurisdiction, allowing Bidder to provide the products and services included in their proposal which can include, 
but not limited to licenses, registrations or certifications. M/WBE, HUB, DVBE, small and disadvantaged 
business certifications and other diverse business certifications, as well as manufacturer certifications for sales 
and service must be included if applicable 
 
Please also list and include copies of any certificates you hold that would show value for your response not 
already included above. 
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PROPOSAL FORM 5: UNRESOLVED FINDINGS FOR RECOVERY 
 
O.R.C. Chapter 9.24 prohibits CCOG from awarding a contract to any entity against whom the Auditor of State 
has issued a finding for recovery, if such finding for recovery is “unresolved” at the time of award. By 
submitting a proposal, a Bidder warrants that it is not now, and will not become, subject to an “unresolved” 
finding for recovery under O.R.C. Chapter 9.24 prior to the award of any contract arising out of this RFP, 
without notifying CCOG of such finding. The Proposal Review Team will not evaluate a proposal from any 
Bidder whose name, or the name of any of the subcontractors proposed by the Bidder, appears on the website 
of the Auditor of the State of Ohio as having an “unresolved” finding for recovery. 
 
Is your company the subject of any unresolved findings for recoveries?  

☐   Yes 

☒   No  

  



PROPOSAL FORM 6: MANDATORY DISCLOSURES 
 

1. Mandatory Contract Performance Disclosure.  

Disclose whether your company’s performance and/or the performance of any of the proposed 
subcontractor(s) under contracts for the provision of products and services that are the same or similar to 
those to be provided for the Program which is the subject of this RFP has resulted in any formal claims for 
breach of those contracts. For purposes of this disclosure, “formal claims” means any claims for breach that 
have been filed as a lawsuit in any court, submitted for arbitration (whether voluntary or involuntary, binding 
or not), or assigned to mediation. For any such claims disclosed, fully explain the details of those claims, 
including the allegations regarding all alleged breaches, any written or legal action resulting from those 
allegations, and the results of any litigation, arbitration, or mediation regarding those claims, including terms 
of any settlement. While disclosure of any formal claims will not automatically disqualify a Bidder from 
consideration, at the sole discretion of Equalis Group, such claims and a review of the background details may 
result in a rejection of a Bidder’s proposal. Equalis Group will make this decision based on the Proposal Review 
Team’s determination of the seriousness of the claims, the potential impact that the behavior that led to the 
claims could have on the Bidder’s performance of the work, and the best interests of Members. 
 
Provide statement here. In the course of conducting our construction business, in the past 5 years we were 
subjected to new claims, most of which we were plaintiffs. The list of which is enclosed with this proposal. We 
take all formal claims seriously and proactively, and address them as they arise.    

 

2. Mandatory Disclosure of Governmental Investigations. 

Indicate whether your company and/or any of the proposed subcontractor(s) has been the subject of any 
adverse regulatory or adverse administrative governmental action (federal, state, or local) with respect to 
your company’s performance of services similar to those described in this RFP. If any such instances are 
disclosed, Bidders must fully explain, in detail, the nature of the governmental action, the allegations that led 
to the governmental action, and the results of the governmental action including any legal action that was 
taken against the Bidder by the governmental agency. While disclosure of any governmental action will not 
automatically disqualify a Bidder from consideration, such governmental action and a review of the 
background details may result in a rejection of the Bidder’s proposal at Group’s sole discretion. Equalis Group 
will make this decision based on the Proposal Review Team’s determination of the seriousness of the claims, 
the potential impact that the behavior that led to the claims could have on the Bidder’s performance of the 
work, and the best interests of Members. 
 
Provide statement here. LandTek is proud to disclose that during the past 5 years we had no adverse 
administrative government action to report.  

  



PROPOSAL FORM 7: DEALER, RESELLER, AND DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZATION 

CCOG allows Suppliers to authorize dealers, distributors, and resellers to sell the products and services made available 
through, and consistent with the Terms and Conditions set forth in, the Master Agreement. If Supplier intends to 
authorize their dealers, distributors, or resellers access to the Master Agreement in the event of a contract award 
Supplier must provide a list, either in the form of a document or a weblink, to identify those organizations who are being 
authorized access to the Master Agreement.  

Will the Supplier authorize dealers, distributors, resellers access to Master Agreement? 

☐  Yes 

☒  No 

 

If yes, how will Supplier disclose which organization(s) will have access to the Master Agreement? This list can be updated 
from time to time upon CCOG’s approval. 

 

Bidder Response: Click or tap here to enter text.  

 

 

 
  



PROPOSAL FORM 8: MANDATORY SUPPLIER & PROPOSAL CERTIFICATIONS 
 

CCOG may not enter into contracts with any suppliers who have been found to be ineligible for state contracts 
under specific federal or Ohio statutes or regulations. Bidders responding to any CCOG RFP MUST certify that 
they are NOT ineligible by signing each of the statements below. Failure to provide proper affirming signature 
on any of these statements will result in a Bidder’s proposal being deemed nonresponsive to this RFP. 

 

I, Michael Ryan, President, hereby certify and affirm that The LandTek Group, Inc. , has not been debarred, 
suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in 
transactions by the Unites States Department of Labor, the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services, or any other federal department or agency as set forth in 29 CFR Part 98, or 45 CFR Part 76, or other 
applicable statutes. 

 

AND 
 

I, Michael Ryan, President , hereby certify and affirm that The LandTek Group, Inc., is in compliance with all 
federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, including but not limited to the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act and the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services and the following: 

• Not penalized or debarred from any public contracts or falsified certified payroll records or any other 

violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act in the last three (3) years; 

• Not found to have violated any worker’s compensation law within the last three (3) years; 

• Not violated any employee discrimination law within the last three (3) years; 

• Not have been found to have committed more than one (1) willful or repeated OSHA violation of a safety 

standard (as opposed to a record keeping or administrative standard) in the last three (3) years; 

• Not have an Experience Modification Rating of greater than 1.5 (a penalty-rated employer) with respect 

to the Bureau of Workers’ Compensation risk assessment rating; and 

• Not have failed to file any required tax returns or failed to pay any required taxes to any governmental 

entity within the past three (3) years. 

 

AND 
 

I, Michael Ryan, President , hereby certify and affirm that The LandTek Group, Inc., is not on the list established 
by the Ohio Secretary of State, pursuant to ORC Section 121.23, which identifies persons and businesses with 
more than one unfair labor practice contempt of court finding against them. 
 

AND 
 

I, Michael Ryan, President , hereby certify and affirm that The LandTek Group, Inc.  either is not subject to a 
finding for recovery under ORC Section 9.24, or has taken appropriate remedial steps required under that 
statute to resolve any findings for recovery, or otherwise qualifies under that section to enter into contracts 
with CCOG. 

 

I, Michael Ryan, President , hereby affirm that this proposal accurately represents the capabilities and 
qualifications of The LandTek Group, Inc., and I hereby affirm that the cost(s) proposed to CCOG for the 
performance of services and/or provision of goods covered in this proposal in response to this CCOG RFP is a 
firm fixed price structure as described in the Cost Proposal, inclusive of all incidental as well as primary costs. 
(Failure to provide the proper affirming signature on this item may result in the disqualification of your 
proposal.)  































































The City of Abingdon, VA has a new park to be proud of. LandTek constructed 2 natural grass 

soccer fields along with 4 natural grass baseball fields. We also installed new irrigation across all 
fields, dugouts, scoreboards and other sports accessories.

ABINGDON SPORTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: Abingdon, VA

•Natural Grass Athletic Fields

•Soccer Fields

•Natural Baseball Fields

•New Irrigation System

•Scoreboards

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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The LandTek Group recently completed construction of the new “Diamond of Dreams” field at 
Centenary University in Hackettstown, NJ. In addition to a beautiful synthetic turf baseball field, 
this project included a lined drainage system, retaining walls, netting, dugout construction, cus-

tom padding and more.

 CENTENARY UNIVERSITY

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: HACKETTSTOWN, NJ

• Netting System

• Retaining Wall

• Dugouts

• Drainage System

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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This ground-up construction included 6 tennis courts, an outdoor roller rink, synthetic multipur-

pose soccer and lacrosse field, a full-sized synthetic baseball field with a regulation soccer field 
within the outfield, and a brand new synthetic multipurpose field for football, soccer, lacrosse, and 
field hockey, and a 6 lane running track. The scope included new concrete walkways, archways, 
and a new brick concession stand.

EAST ISLIP SCHOOL DISTRICT- SPOTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: East Islip,  NY

• 6 New tennis Courts
• Synthetic multipurpose soccer and

lacrosse field
• Musco lighting system

• 6 lane running track

• Concrete walkways

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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FAU football fields experienced drainage problems that required immediate attention. FAU need-

ed a new field that would withstand the sunny and rainy weather conditions of Florida. Our team 
was able to determine that the FAU football fields required irrigation and drainage to correct the 
drainage problem caused by the weathered conditions. We continued on to provide routine sports 
field maintenance services to all of the football fields during the football season.

FAU STADIUM- HOWARD SCHNELLENBERGER FIELD

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: BOCA RATON, FL

• Natural Grass Installation
• Routine Field Maintenance
• Irrigation & Drainage

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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The LandTek Group recently completed the construction of The Elizabeth R. Hennessey Field 

at the Fairleigh Dickinson University in Teaneck, NJ. The multi-purpose turf field is designed for 
both men’s and women’s soccer, men’s and women’s Lacrosse, and field hockey. The synthetic 
turf field is surrounded by a custom blue 8 lane running track, new digital scoreboard, chain-link 
athletic fencing, and a ball stop netting system. LandTek also constructed a new asphalt parking 

a lot with concrete walking paths adjacent to the new athletic field. 

FDU-  ELIZABETH R. HENNESSEY FIELD 

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: TEANECK, NJ

• New 8 Lane Running Track

• Multi-purpose Synthetic Turf Field

• Ball Stop Netting

• Chain-link Athletic Fencing

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Vincent J. & Lenda F. Naimoli Ballpark was recently converted 

from natural grass to synthetic turf by The LandTek Group. The new construction included a 

warning track, perimeter fencing, scoreboard, and new grandstands. The LandTek group also 

constructed brand-new brick dugouts, synthetic turf batting cages, bullpens, press box, and a 

ball stop netting.  Newly constructed concrete walkways connect the park along with decorative 

lamp posts. 

FDU-  VINCENT J. & LENDA F. NAIMOLI BALLPARK

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: TEANECK, NJ

• Synthetic Turf Base Ball Stadium

• New Grandstands

• Turf Batting Cages & Bull Pen

• Concrete Walking Path

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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This publicly bid project was completed in 2018 and provided the Littlestown School District and 

community with a much-needed state of the art high school multipurpose sports stadium.

The project involved final cleanup of the elementary school demolition and site preparation need-

ed to allow the LandTek Group to begin the turnkey transformation into a showcase sports facility. 

Project consisted of a new competition multi-sport synthetic turf field, Musco sports lighting, dec-

orative stone veneer concession/bathroom/locker room/ticket booths, home and away bleachers 
with press box and parking facilities. The unique entrance way is surrounded by a decorative 

fence with stone veneer columns and sitting walls enhanced by lighted paver walkways and an 

impressive, suspended Thunderbolt airplane representing the districts mascot. 

THUNDERBOLT STADIUM

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: LITTLESTOWN HS - PA

• Complete Turn Key Construction of a

New Multi-Sport Stadium.

• Construction of Extensive Under-  

   ground Storm Water Management

   System

• Paver Walkways with Decorative

Lighting

• Home and Away Bleachers with

Press Box

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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The LandTek Group is proud to be a part of this historic reconstruction of the Memorial Stadium in Mount 

Vernon. The 8-acre athletic complex required extensive site work and infrastructure upgrades since its 

closure in 2010. Over 100,000 cubic yards of material was moved, including extensive rock hammering, 

retaining walls and the installation of piles to support the grandstands. The rebuilt facility includes the in-

stallation of a FieldTurf multi-sport synthetic field based on professional play specifications. The stadium 
field is surrounded by an eight-lane high-end competitive running track ready to host national track and 
field events. A new 3,900-seat grandstand with a custom press box was erected. Beneath the stands are 
four buildings that have locker rooms, bathrooms, and mechanical space. Surrounding the grandstands 

are additional buildings that house ticket sales and concessions. A high-end sound system and video 

board from Daktronics completes the upgraded sports experience. The complex also includes one of the 

largest skate parks in NY that has already started a following on social media. Along the northern edge of 

the site there are three new clay tennis courts.

MEMORIAL FIELD SPORTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: MOUNT VERNON, NY

• Eight-Lane High-End Competitive

Running Track

• Turnkey Athletic Complex Construction

• 3,900 Seat Grandstands

• Skate Park

• Synthetic Turf Multipurpose Field

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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These projects were completed in September of 2016. Millersville University now has the much 

needed additional athletic facilities to support their growing programs. The new campus com-

plex provides the intercollegiate and intramurals sports programs with the ability to practice and 

compete simultaneously while remaining on campus. The additional new facilities also support 

and allow for Biemsderfer Stadium to be used exclusively for varsity sporting events. The newly 

constructed facilities contain two new synthetic turf fields for varsity soccer, practice football and 
multi-purpose intramural sports use along with a varsity baseball synthetic turf infield. The com-

plex is complete with sports lighting, walkways, fencing and a new large press box with spectator 
seating. The construction of this complex also included an extensive storm water management 

system designed to tie into and work in unison with the universities existing storm water system.

MILLERSVILLE UNIVERSITY SPORTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: MILLERSVILLE, PA

• Complete Turn Key Construction of

Multi-Field Sports Complex

• Construction of Extensive Under-

   ground Storm Water Management

   System

• Two State of the Art Synthetic Turf

Var-sity Soccer and Multi-Purpose
Fields, Varsity Baseball Turf Infield,
Sports Lighting, Large Pressbox/
Bleacher Sys-tem and Fencing

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

CLIENT: Millersville University  
CONTACT: Ms. Ruth Sheetz

        Campus Planning/Construction
ESTIMATED CONST. COST: Approximately $2.1 Million 
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This publicly bid project was completed in September of 2016. Millersville University now has 

the much needed additional athletic facilities to support their growing baseball program. The 

newly renovated Brent J. Cooper Varsity Baseball Complex provides the intercollegiate baseball 

program with unlimited ability to practice and compete with minimal maintenance in all weather 

conditions. The newly improved facility now contains a new state of the art two tone synthetic 

turf infield with custom official Millersville University logo. The construction of this complex also 
included an extensive storm water management system designed to tie into and work in unison 

with the universities existing storm water system.

 BENNETT J. COOPER PARK

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: MILLERSVILLE UNIVERSITY, PA

• Complete Turn Key Construction of Synthetic

Turf Baseball Infield

• Construction of Extensive Underground

Storm Water Management System

• State of the Art Synthetic Turf Varsity Col-

   legiate Baseball Two-Tone Infield with Official
   Universities Logo

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

CLIENT: Millersville University  
CONTACT: Ms. Ruth Sheetz

        Campus Planning/Construction
ESTIMATED CONST. COST: Approximately $282,373.00  
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The new home of Penn State Harrisburg’s mens and womans soccer team was constructed by 

The LandTek Group. The new construction of the multipurpose field included excavating the site 
and building a new drainage system and stone base. LandTek also installed perimeter fencing, a 

ball stop netting system, surrounding concrete walkways and a Musco lighting system. 

PENN STATE HARRISBURG

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: MIDDLETOWN, PA

• New Construction

• Multipurpose Synthetic Turf Field

• Musco Lighting System

• Concrete Walkways

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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The LandTek Group provided Stony Brook University with a top tier athletic training facility. This 

project features the construction of an indoor Legacy recreation center, including the fieldhouse 
and a synthetic turf field. The new athletic facility provides the Seawolves athletic teams with 
year-round training in all weather conditions. This Legacy facility is a tension fabric structure over 

a steel frame, measuring 320 ft. x 190 ft. and over 70 ft. tall. Project highlights include, year-
round temperature control and indoor Musco lighting system and a full netting system. The facil-
ity includes a support building structure which houses offices, sports equipment storage, locker 
rooms, and MEP equipment. The construction required a high level of site logistical planning with 
the design team, subcontractors and the needs of the athletic department.

STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY- INDOOR FACILITY

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: STONY BROOK,  NY

• Indoor Athletic Training Facility

• Tension fabric structure over a steel

frame
• Musco lighting system

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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After severe issues with flooding, UM relied on Sports Turf One to help resolve poor ground con-

ditions that required major soil changes. The practice football fields needed to endure daily use 
and harsh Florida weather. Our team managed the renovation of 2 builds at UM. A synthetic grass 
field (synthetic turf construction) complete with stone base and drainage along with two natural 
grass fields made of Bermuda grass with optimized irrigation and drainage.The University of Mi-
ami can now boastfully show off impressive practice fields that are no longer pockmarked with 
holes and dirt patches. After an impressive fundraising initiative, the new turf fields can be used 
daily by athletes and students.

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI- FOOTBALL PRACTICE FIELDS

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: MIAMI, FL

• Synthetic Turf Installation
• Natural Grass Installation
• Turnkey Contruction
• Stone Base & Drainage

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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This publicly bid renovation of existing sports fields consisted of a large multi-tiered and multi-
phased project that broke ground in May of 2016 and was completed in the spring of 2017.

The project involved substantial earthwork along with rapid impact compaction. Contaminated 
soils required a full time LSRP for the construction of a multi-tiered layout to accommodate the 
upper tier synthetic turf stadium field and lower tier multipurpose synthetic turf field. The facility 
also required a very detailed and intricate transition utilizing large retaining wall systems, Musco 
sports lighting and custom aluminum and renovated concrete bleacher systems accompany both 
fields.

VERONA HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: VERONA,  NJ

• Upper Tier One Synthetic Turf MP

Stadium Field with Bleachers
• Lower Tier Large Multi-Field MP Syn-
   thetic Turf Configuration for Baseball,
   Softball, Football, Soccer, Field 
   Hockey and Lacrosse with Concrete  
   Stadium Seating and Block Dug Outs

• New 5 Court Competition Tennis
Facility

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

CLIENT: VERONA BOARD OF EDUCATION
CONTACT: MIKE PIGA

        FRENCH & PARELLO ASSOCIATES
ESTIMATED CONST. COST- $5.9 Million 
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The LandTek Group and Virginia Tech Recreational Sports collaborated to upgrade the South 

Recreation Fields in Blacksburg, Virginia. The project included the installation of six synthetic turf 

multipurpose recreational fields with inlaid lines for soccer and softball. 

Taking advantage of an airport runway improvement and expansion project, The LandTek Group 
was able to reconfigure the fields and convert to synthetic turf at the same time. This reconfigu-

ration allows Virginia Tech Recreational Sports to maximize land space for field use. 

The state-of-the-art upgrades also included excavation, drainage, subgrade, curbing, fencing, a 

new asphalt walkway, and concrete bleacher pads.  Nearly 10 acres of turf were installed and are 
now being used by Virginia Tech students, local soccer clubs, and various other sports groups.

VIRGINIA TECH SOUTH RECREATION FIELDS

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: BLACKSBURG, VA

• Synthetic turf and base installation

• Fence Improvements

• Concrete Bleacher Pads

• Asphalt Walkway
• Multiple Field Configurations

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



The LandTek Group, Inc. is proud to announce the completion of the historic newly named Wil-

lie Lanier Field at Virginia Union University. LandTek coordinated the removal of the old natural 

grass field and the construction of a new drainage system. LandTek partnered with FieldTurf and 
installed 86,000 square feet of new synthetic turf.

The 113-year-old football stadium is the second oldest active stadium in the country and has re-

mained natural grass until now. According to Coach Taylor, this new field is a “Game Changer” for 
the historically black college and the future of their athletic program.

VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: Richmond, VA

•Natural Grass Conversion

•New Synthetic Turf

•Drainage Systems

•Infrastructure Improvements

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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Phase one of Wellington High Schools’ sports and recreation facility in Wellington, FL has re-

cently been completed. LTG Sports Turf One, a division of LandTek, started by resurfacing the 

multipurpose field with brand new synthetic turf for football, soccer, and lacrosse. This makes 
Wellington High School only the 3rd in the county to have an artificial turf field. The surrounding 
track was also resurfaced and widened. LTG Sports Turf One coordinated all site work, drainage, 
laser grading, and enhancements to the track and field elements.

WELLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS COMPLEX

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: Wellington, FL

• Natural Grass Installation

• Florida’s largest synthetic turf su-

per pitch

• New running track
• Natural turf practice field with new
irrigation system

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
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Swarthmore Colleges stadium was recently upgraded by The LandTek Group. The existing turf 

field was removed as well as improvements and reconstruction were done to the existing stone 
base. A new state-of-the-art synthetic turf field was installed along with updated athletic netting 
systems. The track was milled, repaved and striped with a fresh new look. 

SWARTHMORE COLLEGE

PROJECT OVERVIEW

LOCATION: Swarthmore, PA

• Synthetic Turf Replacement

• Running Track Resurfacing

• Stone Base Improvements
• Athletic Netting

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS



631-691-2381 

631-598-8280

info@landtekgroup.com

The LandTek Group, Inc.

105 Sweeneydale Ave

Bay Shore, NY 11706

The Cooperative Council of Governments 
on Behalf of Equalis Group

6001 Cochran Road, Suite 333
Cleveland, Ohio 44139

RFP# COG-2138
Sports Construction Services

Building Champions 
From The Ground Up www.landtekgroup.com
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Established in 1979 by President and CEO Mike Ryan, The LandTek Group is 
a contracting firm highly qualified in design, construction and maintenance 
of athletic facilities throughout the east coast. LandTek has grown from a 
small Long Island establishment concentrating on natural grass athletic 
fields to a $200 million company with a $100 million bonding capacity. We 
provide specialized services including athletic facility construction, synthetic 
turf installation and maintenance, natural grass field construction and 
maintenance, general contracting, concrete, design-assist, surveying, fencing 
and more. LandTek’s breadth of services, value engineering capabilities, proven 
results and experience, position the company as the leader in the athletic sports 
facilities construction industry. Our clients include professional sports teams 
such as the NY Jets, NY Giants, Philadelphia Eagles, NY Mets, NY Red Bulls, 
NYCFC, Pittsburgh Pirates, Inter Miami CF, Miami Dolphins and the San 
Diego Wave. We have worked with government agencies at both transportation 
hubs such as LaGuardia Airport, JFK Airport and O’Hare Airport as well 
as government education sites like The US Navy, The US Air Force and the 
Merchant Marine Academy. We have also designed and constructed numerous 
athletic facilities for many municipalities, universities such as Virginia Union 
University, University of Miami, Fordham University, Columbia University, 
and over 5,000+ high schools. Our large-scale indoor vertical construction 
facility projects include Columbia University and Stony Brook University.

Introduction
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I. Qualifications

Our Mission

Our Promise

At The LandTek Group, we have a mission to enhance 
the community, build and maintain the best product 
and leave the world a better place than before: one 
building, one road, one field at a time. Our goals 
are to nurture and maintain strong relationships 
with clients in both the public and private sector, 
maintain a culture our employees are proud of and 
Build Champions from the Ground Up. 

Our expertise in construction and maintenance  
of athletic fields over 40 years has created 
many relationships that still exist today.   We 
understand what it takes to work in this fast-
paced environment from procurement, to 
coordination, performance, safety, expectations, 
timelines and budgets.  We have resources of 
industry professionals, from experienced field 
labor staff, certified sports turf managers, project 
managers, engineers, and a corporate staff to assist 
in the day-to-day operations. Our experience, 
dedication and ability to adapt to challenges 
on a project site have allowed us to be a highly 
regarded general contractor that specializes in 
athletic facility construction throughout the 
United States. 
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Bay Shore, NY

7

Corporate Headquarters

Facilities
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CONCRETE FENCING

SITE DEVELOPMENT

EXCAVATION

DRAINAGE

INFRASTRUCTURE

VERTICAL CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL CONTRACTING

CONSTRUCTION
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Quality Management Processes and Procedures 
Our standard operating procedure requires that our Project Management team at the 
onset of any operation define a master plan consisting of the following points:
 ● Develop an itemized list of desired achievements
 ● Create general project timeline
 ● List of potential challengers and/or external factors that could impact overall  
 quality and customer satisfaction
 ● Establish a plan of action to facilitate the successful completion of specific   
 project.

During the course of the project our on-site management staff are required to make 
daily control assessments and these are logged in our daily reports. Including any 
corrective measure required to ensure we meet overall project expectations:
 ● Provide regular monitoring of the schedule as construction progresses. 
 ● Identify potential variances between scheduled and probable completion   
 dates.  
 ● Review schedule for work not started or incomplete and recommend   
 adjustments to the schedule to meet the targeted completion date.  
 ● Provide summary reports of each, monitoring and documenting all changes  
 in schedule.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Suny Purchase/ NYCFC Training Facility
Purchase, NY
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All aspects of our HASP (Health & Safety Plan) are reviewed 
annually with a team designated to this task. Our full time safety 
manager, our outside safety consultant along with two members 
of our field/executive management team. Along with our 
compliance and fleet managers, two members of our executive 
management team review our safety plan annually.

We incorporate new regulations, results from site safety 
inspections, as well as employee feedback.  Once reviewed and 
approved an updated copy is provided to all employees and work 
site locations. In addition, information deemed vital and time 
sensitive is disseminated throughout the year through memos 
and additional training. These additions are then incorporated 
into an updated HASP.

Our field management staff is OSHA (30-hour) certified and 
all of our field employees are 10-hour OSHA certified. We also 
require our subcontractors to have their workforce to be 10-
hour OSHA certified. We conduct weekly toolbox talks as well 
as special toolbox talks on relevant topics as they are developed. 
Many of our management team have additional industry 
certification which show us to continuously be well rehearsed on 
the latest industry updates and safety protocols.  

Our experienced team understands the processes required to complete 
every project as envisioned by our customers, regardless of the size 
or scope. From site development and general construction to athletic 
facility builds, we provide a turnkey total solution by self-performing the 
vast majority of our work. Our quality control and project management 
processes allow the company to deliver projects on time and within budget 
while also maintaining a safe environment for our crews and customers.. 

Health & Safety

Our
Philosophy
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Project Phases
Before the commencement of activities or establishment of a field 
office for our construction management staff, we will prepare a plan for 
mobilization and security at the site, and review with representatives 
for concurrence. The plan will designate areas on the site for contractor 
parking, field offices, storage areas and routes for material delivery.  
It is developed to make the most efficient use of the areas available 
to construction personnel while also accommodating any on-going 
construction activities.  We integrate any field office requirements for 
the project consultants and representatives.

The creation of project controls will provide a vehicle to monitor the 
physical construction and financial reporting of the project.  Before 
project commencement, we will require that these controls be in place.  
Issues related to scheduling/coordination of construction, cost control, 
flow of funds, changes in scope of work, procurement, drawing control, 
quality assurance, and safety all require proactive monitoring.

A detailed record keeping system will be prepared and maintained 
throughout the course of the project.  Records shall include but not 
necessarily be limited to shop drawings, daily logs, progress schedules, 
quality control reports, change order Logs, and requisition reports. 

As we approach the end of a project, a punch list is developed in order to 
ensure even the smallest issues are addressed prior to project completion.  
But our involvement doesn’t end when the project is finished.  Moving 
forward, we continue our customer-oriented approach with ongoing 
accountability and maintenance.  We are a specialized site contractor, 
performing the vast majority of work in-house in order to control 
quality and ensure your project is maintained to our high standards.  
If ever there is an issue, we facilitate all product and labor warranties.  
Our experienced, in-house local crews, estimators, project managers, 
operators and builders are not assembled by job. When and if problems 
do arise, our model minimizes finger pointing, facilitating expedited 
problem identification and resolution.  

1

2

3

4
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II. Our Services

Site Development

General Contracting

Excavation & Drainage

Vertical Construction
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Fencing & Site Security

Concrete

Sports Facility Construction & Maintenance

Over 700 pieces of Equipment Owned and 
Maintained
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III. Experience

The Red Bull Stadium opened for Major League Soccer 
play in the spring of 2010. With drainage, heating and 
cooling systems beneath the field surface, Red Bull 
Stadium is a state of the art facility, the project is special 
because the design of drainage system allows it to connect 
to a SubAir heating and Cooling system for drainage and 
irrigation.
While Red Bull Stadium is one of the newest and most 
technologically advanced stadiums in MLS, due to its 
unique design it is also able to serve as host a wide variety 
of other events. As one of the highest-profile projects in 
LandTek’s portfolio Red Bull Stadium continues to be in 
the public spot light.

Harrison, NJ

NY Red Bulls Stadium

Project
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LandTek and the New York Mets partnered for the field 
construction of the Mets new home, Citi Field. The 
playing field is built with subsurface drainage, heating 
and cooling systems. Our design includes a detailed 
SubAir drainage and irrigation system with an integrated 
heating and cooling system. In the event the field settled, 
connection points utilized special fittings that would allow 
the irrigation and drainage to remain connected and the 
drainage inverts to function properly. The field utilized a 
custom blended warning track mix from Country Stone 
and the infield clay was a custom blend from Dura-Edge. 
The bullpens were originally designed for natural grass 
and later modified to FieldTurf synthetic turf.

New York, NY

Citi Field

Project
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The LandTek Group completed the synthetic turf 
installation of the New York Giants indoor training 
facility. This project includes over 84,000 square feet of 
new synthetic turf. 

East Rutherford, NJ

NY Giants Training Facility

Project

Experience

The LandTek Group’s relationship with the New York 
Jets has been long-standing. In 2020 LandTek was 
contracted to replace the 95,000 sq. ft. MetLife Stadium 
with FieldTurf ’s synthetic turf system and removable 
endzones. In 2021 The LandTek Group was asked to 
refresh the Atlantic Health Jets Training Center’s indoor 
and outdoor fields. The new turf fields are complete with 
updated center logos and colored endzones. The 27-acre 
training center was built in 2008 and is the headquarters 
for the New York Jets.  

Florham Park, NJ

NY Jets Training Facility

Project
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The LandTek Group was chosen for synthetic turf 
installation at MetLife Stadium for the Jets and Giants. 
This project includes over 95,000 square feet of new 
synthetic turf.    

East Rutherford, NJ

MetLife Stadium

Project
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Experience

This project was a fast-paced design build professional 
soccer training facility for the new MLS expansion 
team Inter Miami CF. We were part of the project team 
to assist in the monumental task of building a high-end 
training facility over a 60-acre complex in 1½ years. This 
project started with our involvement in the design of the 
fields which included elevational constraints, specialized 
drainage, underground infrastructure requirements, 
work around multiple contractors and the ability to 
phase aspects of each task. The design included 4 natural 
grass pitches for academy teams, 2 professional pitches, a 
synthetic pitch and a stadium pitch.
After our design was incorporated into the project 
drawings, we began to coordinate our activities with 
team ownership and the CM/GC they hired to oversee 
the project. We were also responsible for coordinating all 
activities that interfaced with the fields. The installation 
of specialized underdrain systems, growing media, 
irrigation systems and laser grading commenced. Each 
task was planned to sequence with the surrounding work 
which made the logistical challenges very important. 
The natural grass pitches needed to be constructed while 
the project was erected around them. The installation 
of these fields is typically on the backend of a project of 
this scale but due to the timeline this work needed to 
run consecutively. During the process we were tasked 
with the installation of customized netting systems and 
sports lighting. We completed the installation of the 
pitches, the synthetic turf field and surrounding sports 
related infrastructure. We were also responsible for the 
development and maintenance of the natural grass fields 
which required the utilization of temporary systems 
until the complex was finalized. Our ability to import the 
required trained workforce from our other work regions 
allowed us to complete this complex project ahead of 
schedule.

Fort Lauderdale, FL

Inter Miami CF  "DRV-PNK Stadium"

Project
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The LandTek Group, Inc. is proud to serve the 
Montgomery County School System with construction 
services to upgrade the athletic facilities at Christiansburg 
High School. The field improvements include conversion 
of the grass football field to synthetic turf, construction of 
an all new softball field to alleviate off campus field use, 
and reconstruction of the baseball fields drainage system 
along with sod, bases and new infield mix.

The turf installation was the first in the school district 
and has become the benchmark for facilities within 
the County. In addition to the field construction, The 
LandTek Group worked closely with Montgomery 
County Facilities Dept. to coordinate the installation of 
bleachers, concrete pads, Musco Lighting, Concession 
and restroom facilities and ticket booths. The three-phase 
project has become a gem for the New River Valley and 
Christiansburg High School.

Christianburg, VA

Christianburg High School

Project
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Experience

The LandTek Group completed the construction of a 
brand-new athletic facility for Mount Saint Michael 
Academy in the Bronx, New York. This facility features 
a best-in-class multipurpose synthetic turf field, a sixlane 
running track, custom bleachers, lighting and a new 
scoreboard. Project highlights also included turnkey 
design and construction, concrete walkways and curbing, 
and fencing. This athletic facility is an example of LandTek 
continuing to build champions from the ground up.

Bronx, NY

Mount St. Michael

Project
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The LandTek Group provided Stony Brook University 
with a top tier athletic training facility. This project 
features the construction of an indoor Legacy recreation 
center, including the fieldhouse and a synthetic turf field. 
The new athletic facility provides the Seawolves athletic 
teams with year-round training in all weather conditions. 
This Legacy facility is a tension fabric structure over a 
steel frame, measuring 320 ft. x 190 ft. and over 70 ft. 
tall. Project highlights include, year-round temperature 
control and indoor Musco lighting system and a full 
netting system. The facility includes a support building 
structure which houses offices, sports equipment storage, 
locker rooms, and MEP equipment. The construction 
required a high level of site logistical planning with the 
design team, subcontractors and the needs of the athletic 
department.

Stony Brook, NY

Stony Brook University

Project
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Experience

The LandTek Group recently completed the construction 
of The Elizabeth R. Hennessey Field at the Fairleigh 
Dickinson University in Teaneck, NJ. The multi-purpose 
turf field is designed for both men’s and women’s soccer, 
men’s and women’s Lacrosse, and field hockey. The 
synthetic turf field is surrounded by a custom blue 8 lane 
running track, new digital scoreboard, chain-link athletic 
fencing, and a ball stop netting system. LandTek also 
constructed a new asphalt parking a lot with concrete 
walking paths adjacent to the new athletic field.

Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Vincent J. & Lenda F. 
Naimoli Ballpark was recently converted from natural 
grass to synthetic turf by The LandTek Group. The new 
construction included a warning track, perimeter fencing, 
scoreboard, and new grandstands. The LandTek group 
also constructed brand-new brick dugouts, synthetic turf 
batting cages, bullpens, press box, and a ball stop netting. 
Newly constructed concrete walkways connect the park 
along with decorative lamp posts.

Teaneck, NJ

Fairleigh Dickinson University

Project
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The LandTek Group completed the conversion of 
Garden Spot High School Stadium in Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania, from natural grass to synthetic turf. 
LandTek excavated the existing field and surrounding 
track, constructed new drainage and stone base and 
installed 79,000 sq. ft. of turf. The synthetic turf field 
includes inlaid lines for football, soccer, lacrosse and field 
hockey. A new 8 lane running track was installed along 
with long jump, high jump and pole vault areas. The 
new stadium also received a new scoreboard and athletic 
fencing.

Lancaster PA

Garden Spot High School

Project
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Phase one of Wellington High Schools’ sports and 
recreation facility in Wellington, FL has recently been 
completed. LTG Sports Turf One, a division of LandTek, 
started by resurfacing the multipurpose field with brand 
new synthetic turf for football, soccer, and lacrosse. This 
makes Wellington High School only the 3rd in the county 
to have an artificial turf field. The surrounding track 
was also resurfaced and widened. LTG Sports Turf One 
coordinated all site work, drainage, laser grading, and 
enhancements to the track and field elements.

Wellington, FL

Wellington High School

Project

Experience
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The LandTek Group had the pleasure of working with the 
San Diego Wave from the National Women’s Soccer League 
on the reconstruction of their home soccer fields. The 4.5 
acres of sod was excavated along with the installation of 
a new HDPE irrigation system. New soils and Bermuda 
sod was laid and maintained by the LandTek crew for 
proper growth. The new soccer complex is complete with 
the installation of 30’ high tension netting systems and a 
6’ perimeter black vinyl fence. 

“I would like to thank The LandTek Group for the excellent 
work you and your team did for San Diego Wave FC. 
We have World Champions and Olympic Medalists on 
our team, and our players frequently comment on the 
professional environment they come to work at every day. 
We have the finest training fields in the NWSL and every 
visiting team has commented on our training environment. 
The care and professionalism LandTek provided during 
design and installation was exceptional. Thanks again for 
creating a world class home for our players and coaches.”
JILL ELLIS: PRESIDENT, SAN DIEGO WAVE FC 
(NWSL)

San Diego, Ca

San Diego Wave Training Facility

Project
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Experience

This publicly bid project was completed in 2018 and 
provided the Littlestown School District and community 
with a much-needed state of the art high school 
multipurpose sports stadium.

The project involved final cleanup of the elementary 
school demolition and site preparation needed to allow 
the LandTek Group to begin the turnkey transformation 
into a showcase sports facility. Project consisted of a 
new competition multi-sport synthetic turf field, Musco 
sports lighting, decorative stone veneer concession/
bathroom/locker room/ticket booths, home and away 
bleachers with press box and parking facilities. The 
unique entrance way is surrounded by a decorative fence 
with stone veneer columns and sitting walls enhanced 
by lighted paver walkways and an impressive, suspended 
Thunderbolt airplane representing the districts mascot.

Littlestown,  PA

Thunderbolt Stadium

Project
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The City of Abingdon, VA has a new park to be proud of. 
LandTek constructed 2 natural grass soccer fields along 
with 4 natural grass baseball fields. We also installed new 
irrigation across all fields, dugouts, scoreboards and other 
sports accessories.

Abingdon, VA

Abingdon Sports Park

Project
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Experience

This ground up construction included 6 tennis courts, 
an outdoor roller rink, a synthetic multipurpose soccer 
and lacrosse field, full sized synthetic baseball field with 
a regulation soccer filed within the outfield, and a brand 
new synthetic multipurpose foot ball field and 6 lane 
running track. The scope include new concrete walk 
ways, archways, and a new brick concession stand. 

East Islip, NY

East Islip School District

Project
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The new Miami Dolphins Training Facility located next 
to the Hard Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens, FL has a 
new high-tech sub air system installed by LTG Sports 
Turf One. LTG Sports Turf One performed all earthwork, 
drainage and base work at the new training complex 
including the installation of a synthetic turf border and a 
new 60’ netting systems.

Miami Gardens, FL

Miami Dolphins Training Facility

Project
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This project consisted of a 30-acre site development for a 
new NCAA sports facility. The site was heavily wooded 
and required demolition of existing structures and tree 
clearing. The proposed grades required the handling 
of over 250,000 cubic yards of material. All new utility 
services (Electric, Gas, Sewer, Fiber optic, and water) 
were installed. The site required over 180 leaching 
pools, a septic field, specialized detention systems, 
and high voltage electrical systems. A portion of the 
site was constructed adjacent to protected wetlands 
which required coordination with the DEC and the 
installation of specialized detention basins. Four new 
sport specific stadiums where created which consisted 
of a synthetic multipurpose field and track, a baseball 
field with synthetic infield and specialized outfield grass 
with underdrainage, a softball field with specialized 
underdrainage and a tennis complex. Each of these 
stadiums included bleachers, dugouts, press boxes, field 
lighting, fence/netting systems and associated amenities
Walking trails, pedestrian access walks and vehicular 
maintenance roads were also installed. The construction 
of a two story 5000 sf building to house the facility 
manager, coaches, trainers, and locker rooms was 
constructed. The site included a large parking lot with 
traffic circle, landscaping and architectural walls. New 
roadway interfaces where created to allow for safe exit 
and entry to the site. This work was coordinated with the 
State DOT. 

Patchouge, NY

St Josephs College

Project
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Experience

At Columbia, we recently completed the renovation of 
Baker Athletic Complex to a state-of-the-art athletic 
facility, complete with the “Bubble at Baker”; an athletic 
bubble to support year-round training and play. The 
project, also referred to as the SASS (Seasonal Air 
Supported Structure), is a landmark achievement 
for both the University and LandTek.  Columbia was 
a highly time-sensitive infrastructure development 
project.  LandTek achieved all milestones and the final 
project was completed on time and within budget.  
While that project only added to the relationship 
LandTek and Columbia University had previously 
maintained, it was unique in its nature. The SASS project 
included, among other services: site and civil work, 
concrete foundation, synthetic turf installation, and the 
construction of an athletic bubble.  As such, Columbia 
student-athletes now have access to one of the finest 
training facilities in the region, including year-round 
access, providing an opportunity for them to optimize 
their capabilities and reach their full potential.  

New York, NY

Columbia University   

Project
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The NYCFC facility is located on a 17-acre site in 
Orangeburg, NY.  It includes one and a half regulation 
sized pitches, as well as a 25,000 square foot building, 
housing team offices, space for player rehabilitation and 
welfare, and other amenities.  On the surface, City Football 
Academy is an impressive facility, providing NYCFC 
players and personnel the best training and preparation. 
What is just as impressive, however, cannot be seen by 
the naked eye: a radiant heating system, allowing the 
pitch to experience almost year-round play, even in the 
cold winter temperatures, installed by the Official Pitch 
Supplier of NYCFC, The LandTek Group, Inc. 

The undersoil heating system will provide a distinct 
competitive advantage, specifically as the club enters 
the critical month of October. Previously, the team had 
utilized SUNY Purchase as its official training home 
(which LandTek also developed), which did not utilize 
this new technology.  The City Football Academy heating 
system is similar to systems used in other professional 
training facilities and stadiums. The heating system 
will assist the LandTek/NYCFC grounds manager in 
preparing the pitch for maximum playability. The system 
was designed to provide years of beneficial use to promote 
a good stand of turf that will provide minimal down time 
and a more consistent playing surface.

Orangeburg, NY

NYCFC

Project
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IV. Customer Testimonials
New York-
“LandTek was great to work with. They made the entire process of renovating the Haindl Park field as easy as possible, and even 
completed the project ahead of schedule.” 
SALLY VELTIDI: SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 
TOWN OF EASTCHESTER, NY 

“When our guests visit South Huntington, they are amazed at the attention to detail LandTek used in helping us design our field. 
Additionally, as a member of my community I can watch with a renowned sense of pride that what was built for us is shared by players 
and coaches from teams across the region.” 
DR. JAMES WRIGHT: SUPERVISOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH, ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
SOUTH HUNTINGTON UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 

“It was natural to partner with LandTek. They are the number one installer of synthetic turf on the east coast, and they are best in class, 
just as Stony Brook aspires to be.” 
SHAWN HEILBRON: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY 

“From day one, LandTek came in and had a vision of our project that matched our vision, and that’s why I feel the whole experience 
went so seamlessly.” 
BILL DENNISTON: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 
KINGS PARK SCHOOLS 

“LandTek played a pivotal role as New York City Football Club opened its first permanent training facility for the Club. With ten years 
working with Major League Soccer, LandTek brought experience and quality performance to ensure a first-class facility for New York 
City Football Club.” 
JON STEMP: CHIEF INFRASTRUCTURE OFFICER 
CITY FOOTBALL 

“I did tremendous amount of research and visited many artificial turf fields in and around Long Island and New Jersey. The LandTek 
Fields are the best around. There was no doubt in my mind. The best money could buy. There service is outstanding. Whenever 
we needed support services they were “johnny on the spot” with support and information. LandTek personnel are the best in the 
business…for service and install….” 
JIM AMEN: DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, ATHLETICS, AND HEALTH SERVICES 
MANHASSET HIGH SCHOOL 
COLD SPRING HARBOR: 1999-2013 DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

“It allowed us to take advantage of the best pricing already bid, while working with a company that has vast experience and proven 
results.  Every last thing, if there was a question or concern, LandTek addressed it.  They take a tremendous amount of pride in what 
they do.  There is no company I’d rather work with than LandTek.”
JOHN DOLAN: SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
EAST ISLIP, NY
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New Jersey-
I can't speak more highly of LandTek's performance over the years on projects they have been completed on time and on budget for 
United Sports. It's unique in this day and age that you meet such a professional team that brings such added value to any project. I 
couldn't recommend them more highly.
TED VAN BEUREN
UNITED SPORTS

LandTek was phenomenal throughout the entire process. From the RFP through project completion, they worked with us to 
understand and execute on our vision. Ultimately, they delivered a facility that exceeded our lofty expectations. This is not the first 
time our University has worked with LandTek, nor do I expect it to be the last.
COACH SCOTT KUSHNER
CENTENARY UNIVERSITY

Montclair State University has work with The Land Tech Group on a wide range of projects.  From installing a new field to renovation 
of a natural grass baseball infield. I cannot say enough about the workman ship and attention to detail the staff puts into every job they 
do, from a minor turf repair to a complete field install. They stand behind their work 100 percent. They will work with you to get the 
best outcome for facility. 
STEPHEN RUGGIERO: DIRECTOR OF GROUNDS AND LANDSCAPE SERVICE
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

During a pandemic never did I think our vision of our new athletic fields would come to light. However, every step of the way LandTek 
was there with innovative ideas to assist with making our vision come to life. We truly appreciate LandTek’s dedication to giving our 
student-athletes what they deserve for the years to come. We will definitely be using LandTek for projects in the future.
JENN NOON: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY

LandTek exceeded our expectations as a partner in the renovation of our athletic field. They brought professionalism and clarity to our 
project and helped us communicate our messages to constituents within our school community. We are proud to work with LandTek 
and feel fortunate for their partnership and friendship as together we embark on other campus-wide projects. 
DR. BRIAN MAHONEY: PRESIDENT 
BERGEN CATHOLIC 

I was first introduced to LandTek in late 2009 as they finished construction on the pitch at Red Bull Arena in Harrison, NJ.  I was just 
hired and under enormous pressure to succeed with opening day a few months away without any equipment or staff.  Landtek treated 
me very well from day one, I know how demanding I was some might even say a pain in the a$$.  The relationship remained strong 
over the years which led to the completion of the Red Bull Training Facility in Hanover, NJ.  The 10 acres of natural grass playing 
surfaces used by the Red Bull soccer teams year round have won multiple awards and it all starts with a solid foundation that LandTek 
built. 
DAN SHEMESH: DIRECTOR OF GROUNDS
NEW YORK RED BULLS

“LandTek exceeded our expectations as a partner in the renovation of our athletic field. They brought professionalism and clarity 
to our project and helped us communicate our messages to constituents within our school community. We are proud to work with 
LandTek and feel fortunate for their partnership and friendship as together we embark on other campus-wide projects.” 
DR. BRIAN MAHONEY: PRESIDENT 
BERGEN CATHOLIC
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Delaware-
LandTek proved to be an invaluable partner as we significantly upgraded and expanded our track and field facility.  Their expertise 
and attention to detail delivered the project on schedule and under budget, resulting in a first class site that our student-athletes can 
proudly train and compete on for years to come. 
ANGELO FONTANAZZA: DIRECTOR OF FACILITIES
THE TATNALL SCHOOL

Pennsylvania-
LandTek listened to what we wanted during the planning process and adjusted the preliminary plans to make them work within our 
approved budget, LandTek then built our field on budget and within the projected timeline once construction restrictions were lifted 
due to the worldwide pandemic. We will definitely use LandTek for future projects on our campus.
JAMES M. ADAMS: MANAGING DIRECTOR
THE ACADEMY OF THE NEW CHURCH SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Penn State hired The LandTek Group through a Best Value selection process to provide site construction services for the development 
of an NCAA Division III soccer field and to enlarge a campus-wide stormwater detention basin at Penn State’s Harrisburg Campus. 
We found LandTek’s team to be extremely professional throughout the entire project and they melded seamlessly with our campus 
facility staff. LandTek’s Superintendent and Foreman worked tirelessly to provide excellent quality control in the field and kept our 
entire time up to date with progress. In addition, they brought forth realistic solutions when challenges arose on site. Myself, along 
with our entire Penn State team, very much look forward to working with LandTek on future projects. They did an excellent job.
J. DOUGLAS WENGER: PROJECT MANAGER
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY

Virginia-
Working with LandTek was second to none. From day one they were very professional, prompt and detailed in explaining the different 
phased. I am pleased by the professionalism from start to finish. 
COACH JOE TAYLOR: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS
VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY

Working with LandTek has been a great experience. From the installation of the 9-acre artificial Recreational Sports Fields, to the field 
G-Max Testing and all follow-up customer service experience with their company has been second to none. LandTek’s knowledge, 
expertise and quality of the synthetic turf has ensured a first-class facility for Virginia Tech Recreational Sports. 
COTY SKAGGS: SPORTS TURF AND OUTDOOR FACILITY MANAGER
VIRGINIA TECH

I would like to take this opportunity to let you know that Montgomery County Public Schools is extremely satisfied with the Athletic 
Field improvement projects that LandTek has completed at our facilities over the past several years. Our school system had little to 
no experience with what it takes to construct professional grade athletic facilities in this day and age. We had reservations starting 
design on several new projects after having difficult experiences with General Contractors constructing athletic facilities as part of 
new school construction projects in the past. It was clear after discussing cost proposals with your team that your company knows the 
industry and has the knowledge and resources to construct a game field.

During the negotiation process your management team helped our school division refine plans and specifications to not only reduce 
cost but to actually improve the final product. This was only possible because your team knows what they are doing. It is clear that 
your team has “seen it all” and understands the operation of sports facilities. Your knowledge prevented mistakes in our design from 
becoming project breaking issues after completion.
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It was so refreshing to step foot on a project and see a superintendent with The LandTek Group onsite from sun up to sun down 
managing the work. Project flow was seamless and The LandTek Group demonstrated access to vast resources that allowed you to 
overcome problems that seemed insurmountable while still maintaining the schedule.
GREG BURGESS: SUPERVISOR OF FACILITIES & BUILDINGS
MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Florida-
“…the pitch, the playing surface, the look of it, the speed of it. As good a facility as there is in the country.”
BRIAN MCMAHON, HEAD MEN’S SOCCER COACH
PALM BEACH ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

“Your boys did an amazing job on the field. It’s playing beautifully…”
JEREMY KENNEDY, HEAD BASEBALL COACH
KEISER UNIVERSITY

“…did a great job on this sports field renovation and completed the work on schedule. The owners are very pleased with the final 
product.”
MURRAY COOK, PRESIDENT
SPORTS TURF SERVICES (JACKIE ROBINSON STADIUM, DAYTONA BEACH, FL)

“The work that Sports Turf One provided was exceptional and their customer service was second to none. They provided constant 
updates on the project and were always accessible.”
SCOTT DAVIDOFF, PARKS & RECREATION DIRECTOR
CITY OF PARKLAND, FL

“…The grass project was excellent. Your sod was perfect. The clay project was also first class! Your crew did a great job, and the clean-
up was very much appreciated.”
LARRY HOSKIN, VICE PRESIDENT AND GM
BUCKY DENT’S BASEBALL SCHOOL, DELRAY BEACH, FL

“…Over the past 5 years, Sports Turf One has provided remarkable service to our Spring Training facility. From laser grading, to 
sod repairs, to renovation or new construction, they have always done a great job and always in a timely manner. Their staff is very 
knowledgeable and understands the needs of a high-use facility like ours.”
MARSHALL JENNINGS, FACILITIES OPERATIONS MANAGER
ROGER DEAN STADIUM, JUPITER, FL

“Last Summer Sports Turf One was contracted to correct drainage problems on the practice football fields at Florida Atlantic 
University, as well as the maintenance of the football fields during the football season. I am pleased to note that the drainage problem 
was essentially corrected through the aggressive maintenance plan that was implemented by Sports Turf One. Our playing surface was 
far superior than compared to the previous year.”
HOWARD SCHNELLENBERGER, RETIRED HEAD FOOTBALL COACH AND DIRECTOR OF FOOTBALL OPERATIONS
FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY, BOCA RATON, FL

“…They have state-of-the-art equipment to service any need that may arise. Everyone from the crews straight on up to top management 
are knowledgeable and courteous. This is the only company that I can say is truly on call twenty-four hours a day to take care of a 
facility’s needs….I truly feel that it is because of Sports Turf One’s care that our facility has chosen to be featured in several national 
as well as international soccer publications….It is with no reservation and many accolades that I highly recommend this company to 
anyone looking for a top notch, first class operation.”
EDDIE RODGER, PRESIDENT
KICS INTERNATIONAL, PLANTATION, FL
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BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

By providing superior fencing services to its clients, The LandTek Group brand has become synonymous with excel-
lence in fencing. LandTek provides clients with a wide variety of fencing services including athletic facility fencing, ball 
stopper systems, perimeter fencing, gates, ornamental fencing, temporary fencing, high security fencing and gate 

operator systems. The LandTek team of experienced lead installers provide cost-effective solutions for all types of 
fencing projects. Due to LandTeks size, we have the ability to acquire material at greater volume at lower overhead 
in order reduce overall costs for our customers. Self-performing most work, LandTek can expedite scheduling, job 
completion and assist in emergency repairs.
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FENCE

FENCE INSTALLATION SPORTS NETTING ORNAMENTAL – ALUMINUM AND STEEL

FENCE REPAIRS DUGOUTS & BACKSTOPS TEMPORARY FENCING 

SWING GATES EMERGENCY REPAIR REMOVABLE OUTFIELD WALLS



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

LandTek’s Natural Turf Division has over 40 years of experience in natural grass field construction. Our natural fields 
have been used from Major League Baseball & Major League Soccer to local youth leagues. Our project managers 
alongside our in-house STMA Certified Sports Field Managers provide quality and cost-effective solutions in the de-

sign-build of natural grass fields. Our Certified Sports Field Builders are up-to-date on natural grass turf field mainte-

nance processes that will keep your field at top playing performance. With the understanding that each natural field 
is different, The LandTek Group customizes a specific plan for each individual field. We partners with our clients on 
how to maintain their fields professionally. Years of industry knowledge around grooming, aeration, seeding, and ex-

pertise in construction, irrigation, heating, and cooling systems have made LandTek natural turf fields second to none 
throughout the east coast. 
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NATURAL GRASS
CONSTRUCTION

DRAINAGE AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMSGRASS UNDERSOIL HEATING SYSTEMS

NATURAL GRASS BASEBALL FIELD RENOVATIONBASEBALL MOUND CONSTRUCTION



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

Natural grass fields require regular maintenance in order to maintain playability. The LandTek Group’s comprehensive 
natural turf maintenance program ensures that playing surfaces are optimized to provide the athletes utilizing the field 
with the best possible natural turf playing experience. Utilizing industry best practices and state-of-the-art equipment, 
LandTek’s comprehensive natural turf maintenance program provides clients with a wide variety of services to opti-
mize your field. In addition, LandTek has several Certified Sports Field Managers on staff, providing clients with the 
best improvement recommendations.
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NATURAL GRASS
MAINTENANCE

FERTILIZATIONFIELD AERATION

TOP-DRESSINGSEEDING



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

With over 40 years’ experience in the construction industry, The LandTek Group is a leader in the large-scale site and 

civil construction industry. Our experienced team of project managers understand what is required to complete every 
project exactly as envisioned regardless of size or scope. With expertise in planning, scheduling and oversight, as 
well as a list of specialized highly competent partners and subcontractors as needed, The LandTek Group can lead a 
project from inception to completion, on time and within budget.
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SITE
INFRASTRUCTURE

EXCAVATION AND SITE CLEARING LASER GRADINGSITE ANALYSIS

DRAINAGE & IRRIGATIONDESIGN-BUILD CAPABILITIES SELF-PERFORM





SYNTHETIC
TURF INSTALLATION

BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

For over 20 years The LandTek Group has been the leader in the synthetic turf construction and repair industry 

throughout the east coast. Installing over 5,000 fields nationwide, LandTek provides the highest quality fields for pro-

fessional sports teams, private schools, public school districts, colleges, universities, municipalities, and private orga-

nizations. LandTek’s team of design-build experts review overall plans and provide cost-saving solutions during the 
consultation and design phases. Self-performing all work, LandTek has control over the quality, cost, and scheduling. 
With state-of-the-art equipment, LandTek produces a quality field that truly “Builds Champions from the Ground Up”
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OVER 1,000 SYNTHETIC TURF INSTALLATIONS

SYNTHETIC TURF FIELD BASE CONSTRUCTION SYNTHETIC TURF REPLACEMENT

SYNTHETIC TURF REPAIR



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

As the leader of athletic field construction, we employ the best concrete techniques and procedures to build a safe, 
quality product. Due to our vast experience, LandTek has retained strong working relationships with many engineers, 
architects, and owners. LandTek’s value proposition comes down to over 40 years of experience in this field and the 
longevity of our skilled workforce. Our experienced Project Managers can analyze existing site conditions and consid-

er future plans, to provide the best quality concrete work.
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CONCRETE

FOUNDATION BRICK PAVERS RESURFACING

STAIRS CURB & SIDEWALK DECORATIVE MASONRY

RETAINING WALLS ASPHALT PARKING LOTS SEAL COATING



Working with Schools, Universities,

Municipalities, and Professional 

Teams & Leagues for 

Over 40 Years.

BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP

Natural Turf
Field construction

Sub-surface cooling/heating

Expert design/drainage

Laser grading

Aeration, seeding, sodding, fertilization 

Maintenance & infield renovation

Infrastructure
Air supported structures 

Tension fabric buildings

Press boxes

Sports facility lighting

Bleachers

Scoreboards

Concession stands

Concrete Infrastructure 
Concrete and masonry retaining walls

Brick pavers

Curbs & sidewalks 

Installations & repair

Concrete ADA walks & ramps

Asphalt parking lots, and driveways

Athletic Fencing
Temporary

Chain link

Backstops

Removable outfield walls

Perimeter nets

Ornamental

Security

Track
Design assist

New construction, and replacement

Surface repairs & patching

Line striping

Synthetic Turf
Synthetic turf installation 

Turf replacement

Custom logo/end zone designs

Repairs & grooming

Field Maintenance

Site Development
Feasibility study

Layout reviews

Excavation & site clearing

Laser grading

Drainage

Irrigation

Project Management
On time

Within budget

Value engineered design assist

Accurate scheduling

Problem management

Best practices



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP



DESIGN. BUILD. MAINTAIN.

300+ EMPLOYEES

40+ YEARS

“LandTek was great to work with. They made the entire process of renovating the Haindl Park field as easy 
as possible, and even completed the project ahead of schedule.”
SALLY VELTIDI: SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION 

– TOWN OF EASTCHESTER, NY
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... SO FAR
OUR STORY

WHY LANDTEK

OUR STORY

Established in 1979 by President and CEO Mike Ryan, The LandTek Group is a contracting firm highly 

qualified in design, construction and maintenance of athletic facilities throughout the east coast. LandTek has 

grown from a small Long Island establishment concentrating on natural grass athletic fields to a $180 million 

company with a $100 million bonding capacity We provide specialized services including athletic facility 

construction, synthetic turf installation and maintenance, natural grass field construction and maintenance, 

general contracting, concrete, design assist, surveying, fencing and more.

LandTek’s breadth of services, value-engineering capabilities, proven results and experience position the 

company as the leader in the athletic sports facilities construction industry. Our clients include professional 

sports teams such as the NY Jets, NY Giants, Philadelphia Eagles, NY Mets, NY Red Bulls, NYCFC, 

Pittsburgh Pirates, Inter Miami CF and Miami Dolphins. We have also designed and constructed numerous 

athletic facilities for many municipalities, universities, and over 5,000 high schools. Our large-scale indoor 

facility projects include Columbia University and Stony Brook University.

LandTek’s experienced team understands the processes required to complete every project as 

envisioned by our customers, regardless of the size or scope. From site development to athletic field 

installation, LandTek provides a turnkey total solution by self-performing the vast majority of our work. 

Our quality control and project management processes allow the company to deliver projects on time 

and within budget while also maintaining a safe environment for our crews and customers. With a 

team of certified professionals, LandTek commits to focused expertise in all aspects of sports field 

construction. As an exclusive supplier of FieldTurf, the industry leader of turf manufacturing, LandTek 

uses nothing but the best material and premier equipment and machinery. Working closely with our 

clients, LandTek delivers on our promise of “Building Champions from the Ground Up.” 



LandTek has the experience to bring your Sports Complex Project from concept 
to completion. Whether your needs are new stands, a press box, lighting, a 
concession stand, or whole new stadium, LandTek is your partner for turn-key 
project management and construction

BUILD. DESIGN. MAINTAIN.

OUR 

SERVICES
2

“It was natural to partner with LandTek. They are the number one installer of synthetic turf on the east coast, 
and they are best in class, just as Stony Brook aspires to be.”
SHAWN HEILBRON: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 

– STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
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We have assisted design teams as a design partner and builder to save the owner money, expedite the 
project, and improve on usability, adaptability & maintenance. LandTek has over 40 years of experience in 
building & designing sports turnkey facilities in varied settings and conditions. LandTek project managers are 
trained to review overall plans and provide cost-saving solutions during the consultation and design phases. 
Self-performing most work, LandTek can expedite scheduling and site construction.

For over 20 years The LandTek Group has been the leader in the synthetic turf construction and repair 
industry throughout the east coast. Installing over 5,000 fields nationwide, LandTek provides the highest 
quality fields for professional sports teams, private schools, public school districts, colleges, universities, 
municipalities, and private organizations. LandTek’s team of design-build experts review overall plans and 
provide cost-saving solutions during the consultation and design phases. Self-performing all work, LandTek 
has control over the quality, cost, and scheduling. With state-of-the-art equipment, LandTek produces a 
quality field that truly “Builds Champions from the Ground Up”

• SPORTS FACILITY        
   CONSTRUCTION
• SPORTS LIGHTING
• SCOREBOARDS
• RUNNING TRACKS
• BLEACHERS
• PRESS BOX
• CONCESSION STANDS

• SYNTHETIC TURF FIELD   
   INSTALLATION
• TURF REPLACEMENT
• SYNTHETIC TURF REPAIR
• INFILL REPLENISHMENT
• GMAX TESTING

TURNKEY ATHLETIC 

FACILITY CONSTRUCTION

SYNTHETIC TURF

OUR SERVICES
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OUR SERVICES

LandTek’s Natural Turf Division has over 40 years of experience in natural grass field construction. Our 
natural fields have been used from Major League Baseball & Major League Soccer to local youth leagues. 
Our project managers alongside our in-house STMA Certified Sports Field Managers provide quality and 
cost-effective solutions in the design- build of natural grass fields. Our Certified Sports Field Builders are up-
to-date on natural grass turf field maintenance processes that will keep your field at top playing performance. 
With the understanding that each natural field is different, The LandTek Group customizes a specific plan 
for each individual field. We partners with our clients on how to maintain their fields professionally. Years of 
industry knowledge around grooming, aeration, seeding, and expertise in construction, irrigation, heating, 
and cooling systems have made LandTek natural turf fields second to none throughout the east coast.

By providing superior fencing services to its clients, The LandTek Group brand has become synonymous 
with excellence in fencing. LandTek provides clients with a wide variety of fencing services including athletic 
facility fencing, ball stopper systems, perimeter fencing, gates, ornamental fencing, temporary fencing, high 
security fencing and gate operator systems. The LandTek team of experienced lead installers provide cost-
effective solutions for all types of fencing projects. Due to LandTeks size, we have the ability to acquire 
material at greater volume at lower overhead in order reduce overall costs for our customers. Self-performing 
most work, LandTek can expedite scheduling, job completion and assist in emergency repairs.

• FIELD CONSTRUCTION
• SUB-SURFACE COOLING/HEATING
• EXPERT DESIGN/DRAINAGE
• LASER GRADING
• AERATION, SEEDING, SODDING,
   FERTILIZATION
• MAINTENANCE & INFIELD RENOVATION

NATURAL GRASS

CONSTRUCTION

FENCE
• TEMPORARY
• CHAIN LINK
• BACKSTOPS
• REMOVABLE OUTFIELD WALLS
• PERIMETER NETS
• ORNAMENTAL
• SECURITY
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OUR SERVICES

With over 40 years’ experience in the construction industry, The LandTek Group is a leader in the large-scale 
site and civil construction industry. Our experienced team of project managers understand what is required 
to complete every project exactly as envisioned regardless of size or scope. With expertise in planning, 
scheduling and oversight, as well as a list of specialized highly competent partners and subcontractors as 
needed, The LandTek Group can lead a project from inception to completion, on time and within budget.

As the leader of athletic field construction, we employ the best concrete techniques and procedures to build 
a safe, quality product. Due to our vast experience, LandTek has retained strong working relationships 
with many engineers, architects, and owners. LandTek’s value proposition comes down to over 40 years of 
experience in this field and the longevity of our skilled workforce. Our experienced Project Managers can 
analyze existing site conditions and consider future plans, to provide the best quality concrete work.

• FEASIBILITY STUDY
• LAYOUT REVIEWS
• EXCAVATION & SITE CLEARING
• LASER GRADING
• DRAINAGE
• IRRIGATION

• RETAINING WALLS
• BRICK PAVERS
• CURBS & SIDEWALKS
• INSTALLATIONS & REPAIR
• CONCRETE ADA WALKS & RAMPS
• ASPHALT PARKING LOTS

SITE

INFRASTRUCTURE 

CONCRETE
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OUR SERVICES

Our experienced team can handle new court construction, resurfacing, crack repair, netting installation and 
fencing. We ensure that each court adds to your complexes longevity and playability. In addition to standard 
tennis courts, The LandTek Group constructs Synthetic Tennis Courts. The turf can be colored as an all 
green court, red which emulates an all clay court, or a hybrid of both. Synthetic turf reduces the need for 
repetitive maintenance that can occur due to cracking and delamination of hard concrete or asphalt courts. 
With superior drainage associated with synthetic turf, there is less downtime due to inclement weather. This 
reduces puddling and damage to the courts from standing water. Courts will dry quicker which will increase 
playability throughout the year.

The LandTek group, Inc. has the expertise and knowledge to create quality running tracks for any venue. 
With over hundreds of High School and College running track constructions and repairs, The LandTek 
Group, Inc is your one stop shop for all things track and field. Our team will evaluate your needs and 
provide recommendations for top performance. Experienced in minor repairs to large scale running track 
replacements, The LandTek provides a turnkey solution to get your team running in no time.

• SYNTHETIC TENNIS COURTS
• POST-TENSION TENNIS COURTS
• ASPHALT TENNIS COURTS
• CRACK REPAIR
• RESURFACING 
• NETTING

TENNIS COURTS

TRACKS
• INSTALLATION
• MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
• LINE STRIPING
• RESPRAY
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OUR SERVICES

Natural grass fields require regular maintenance in order to maintain playability. The LandTek Group’s 
comprehensive natural turf maintenance program ensures that playing surfaces are optimized to provide the 
athletes utilizing the field with the best possible natural turf playing experience. Utilizing industry best practices 
and state-of-the-art equipment, LandTek’s comprehensive natural turf maintenance program provides clients 
with a wide variety of services to optimize your field. In addition, LandTek has several Certified Sports Field 
Managers on staff, providing clients with the best improvement recommendations.

As one of the most notable synthetic turf maintenance providers on the east coast, LandTek’s Synthetic Turf 
Maintenance division delivers top-quality care and service relative to fiber, backing, and infill. Our detailed 
Synthetic Turf Maintenance program allows owners to protect their investment and maximize playing 
experience. LandTek’s synthetic turf maintenance program is designed to improve turf performance and 
playability throughout the lifetime of the field. This program provides fields with rejuvenating measures that 
help improve the longevity, safety, and overall quality of the field after your sports turf installation. Our state-
of-the-art equipment and highly trained crews will have your fields looking new and ready for play throughout 
the year.

• FIELD AERATION
• SEEDING
• FERTILIZATION
• TOP-DRESSING
• INFIELD RENOVATION

• TURF REPAIR
• WARRANTY REPAIR
• INFILL REFILL
• INSTALLATIONS & REPAIR
• CONCRETE ADA WALKS & RAMPS
• ASPHALT PARKING LOTS

NATURAL GRASS

MAINTENANCE

SYNTHETIC TURF

MAINTENANCE



Step into one of our facilities and you’ll see for yourself...  our work is second to 
none. With thousands of projects completed up and down the east coast, we’ve 
shown time and again that when it comes to providing the highest quality and value 
to your project, LandTek is your best choice. 

WE ARE LANDTEK

FEATURED

PROJECTS
3

“I did tremendous amount of research and visited many artificial turf fields in and around Long Island and 
New Jersey. The LandTek Fields are the best around. Their was no doubt in my mind. The best money could 
buy. There service is outstanding. Whenever we needed support services they were “johnny on the spot” 
with support and information. LandTek personnel are the best in the business…for service and install….”
JIM AMEN: DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION, ATHLETICS, AND HEALTH SERVICES 

– MANHASSET HIGH SCHOOL

– COLD SPRING HARBOR: 1999-2013 DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS
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NEW YORK RED BULLS

INTER MIAMI CF
DRV PNK STADIUM

The Red Bull Stadium opened for Major League Soccer play in the spring of 2010. With drainage, 
heating and cooling systems beneath the field surface, Red Bull Stadium is a state-of-the-art facility. 
Our design includes a sophisticated SubAir drainage and irrigation system with an integrated 
heating and cooling system. As one of the highest-profile and unique projects in the northeast, Red 
Bull Stadium continues to be in the public spotlight as the stadium hosts a wide variety of events.

FEATURED PROJECTS

This project was a fast-paced design build professional soccer training facility for the new MLS 
expansion team Inter Miami CF. We were part of the project team to assist in the monumental task 
of building a high-end training facility over a 60-acre complex in 1½ years. This project started 
with our involvement in the design of the fields which included elevational constraints, specialized 
drainage and underground infrastructure requirements. The design included 4 natural grass pitches 
for academy teams, 2 professional pitches, a synthetic pitch and a stadium pitch.
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FEATURED PROJECTS

NEW YORK METS

STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY 
INDOOR ATHLETIC FACILITY

LandTek and the New York Mets partnered for the field construction of the Mets new home, Citi Field.
The playing field is built with subsurface drainage, heating and cooling systems. Our design includes a 
detailed SubAir drainage and irrigation system with an integrated heating and cooling system. In the event 
the field settled, connection points utilized special fittings that would allow the irrigation and drainage to 
remain connected and the drainage inverts to function properly. The field utilized a custom blended warning 
track mix from Country Stone and the infield clay was a custom blend from Dura-Edge. The bullpens were 
originally designed for natural grass and later modified to FieldTurf synthetic turf.

The LandTek Group provided Stony Brook University with a top tier athletic training facility. This project 
features the construction of an indoor Legacy recreation center, including the fieldhouse and a synthetic turf 
field. The new athletic facility provides the Seawolves athletic teams with year-round training in all weather 
conditions. This Legacy facility is a tension fabric structure over a steel frame, measuring 320 ft. x 190 ft. 
and over 70 ft. tall. Project highlights include, year-round temperature control and indoor Musco lighting 
system and a full netting system. The facility includes a support building structure which houses offices, 
sports equipment storage, locker rooms, and MEP equipment. The construction required a high level of site 
logistical planning with the design team, subcontractors and the needs of the athletic department.
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ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE

NYCFC TRAINING FACILITY

FEATURED PROJECTS

St. Joseph’s College hosts a multitude of collegiate level competitions at their diverse, athletic complex. 
LandTek contributions to the athletic facility include a competition track and field complex, complete with a 
multipurpose synthetic turf field for soccer, lacrosse and field hockey. The project included a synthetic turf/
natural grass baseball field and a clay/natural grass softball field. Six competition tennis courts along with 
new parking for all sporting events make this a true multifunction facility.

The LandTek Group was instrumental in providing the New York City Football Club (NYCFC) with the most 
technologically advanced pitch possible during the construction of athletic facility, Etihad CFA. In doing so, 
LandTek installed a radiant heating system underneath the pitch, which allows extended, almost year-round 
training. This project contains one regulation grass pitch and additional half pitch. In addition to the pitch, 
LandTek performed all site work including, parking lot construction, fence improvements, and modular office 
facility.
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FEATURED PROJECTS

NY GIANTS 
TRAINING FACILITY TURF

METLIFE STADIUM 
FIELD INSTALLATION

The LandTek Group completed the synthetic turf installation of the New York Giants indoor training facility. 
This project includes over 84,000 square feet of new synthetic turf.

The LandTek Group was chosen for synthetic turf installation at MetLife Stadium for the Jets and Giants. This 
project includes over 95,000 square feet of new synthetic turf.
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NY JETS 
TRAINING FACILITY TURF

MIAMI DOLPHINS 
TRAINING FACILITY

FEATURED PROJECTS

The LandTek Group’s relationship with the New York Jets has been long-standing. In 2021 The LandTek 
Group was asked to refresh the Atlantic Health Jets Training Center’s indoor and outdoor fields. The new turf 
fields are complete with updated center logos and colored endzones. The 27-acre training center was built 
in 2008 and is the headquarters for the New York Jets. 

The new Miami Dolphins Training Facility located next to the Hard Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens, FL 
has a new high-tech sub air system installed by LTG Sports Turf One. LTG Sports Turf One performed all 
earthwork, drainage and base work at the new training complex including the installation of a synthetic turf 
border and a new 60’ netting systems.
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FEATURED PROJECTS

VERONA TOWNSHIP
HILLTOP PARK

This ground up construction included 6 tennis courts, an outdoor roller rink, a synthetic multipurpose soccer 
and lacrosse field, full sized synthetic baseball field with a regulation soccer field within the outfield, and 
a brand new synthetic multipurpose football field and 6 lane running track. The scope also included new 
concrete walk ways, archways, and a new brick concession stand.

LandTek was selected to construct Verona Township’s facility based on our experience, team capabilities, 
references, value engineering creativity and best value. The project involved substantial earthwork and 
contaminated soil removal for the construction of a multitiered layout to accommodate complete base and 
drainage systems for synthetic field construction. A synthetic turf multi-purpose field and a synthetic turf 
softball field. The facility also required a detailed and intricate transition utilizing Redi-Rock retaining wall 
systems, gabion baskets, concrete masonry walls and custom bleacher systems to accompany both fields. 
LandTek’s project modern facility includes dugouts, a press box, Musco Sports lighting system, a restroom/
concession building, playground area, new retaining walls, and three new parking lot areas.

EAST ISLIP SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPORTS COMPLEX
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MOUNT ST. MICHAEL 
ACADEMY

VIRGINIA TECH 
SOUTH RECREATION FIELDS

FEATURED PROJECTS

The LandTek Group completed the construction of a brand-new athletic facility for Mount Saint Michael 
Academy in the Bronx, New York. This facility features a best-in-class multipurpose synthetic turf field, a six-
lane running track, custom bleachers, lighting and a new scoreboard. Project highlights also included turnkey 
design and construction, concrete walkways and curbing, and fencing. This athletic facility is an example of 
LandTek continuing to build champions from the ground up.

The LandTek Group and Virginia Tech Recreational Sports collaborated to upgrade the South Recreation 
Fields in Blacksburg, Virginia. The project included the installation of six synthetic turf multipurpose recreational 
fields with inlaid lines for soccer and softball. Taking advantage of an airport runway improvement and 
expansion project, The LandTek Group was able to reconfigure the fields and convert to synthetic turf at the 
same time. This reconfiguration allows Virginia Tech Recreational Sports to maximize land space for field 
use. The state-of-the-art upgrades also included excavation, drainage, subgrade, curbing, fencing, a new 
asphalt walking path, and concrete bleacher pads. Nearly 10 acres of turf were installed and are now being 
used by Virginia Tech students, local soccer clubs, and various other sports groups.
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FEATURED PROJECTS

LITTLESTOWN 
THUNDERBOLT STADIUM

The LandTek Group coordinated the removal of the old natural grass field and the construction of a new 
drainage system. LandTek partnered with FieldTurf and installed 86,000 square feet of new synthetic turf.
The 113-year-old football stadium is the second oldest active stadium in the country and has remained 
natural grass until now. According to Coach Taylor, this new field is a “Game Changer” for the historically 
black college and the future of their athletic program.

The LandTek Group provided the Littlestown School District and community with a much-needed state of 
the art high school multipurpose sports stadium. The project involved final cleanup of the elementary school 
demolition and site preparation needed to allow the LandTek Group to begin the turnkey transformation 
into a showcase sports facility. Project consisted of a new competition multi-sport synthetic turf field, Musco 
sports lighting, decorative stone veneer concession/ bathroom/locker room/ticket booths, home and away 
bleachers with press box and parking facilities. The unique entrance way is surrounded by a decorative 
fence with stone veneer columns and sitting walls enhanced by lighted paver walkways and an impressive, 
suspended Thunderbolt airplane representing the districts mascot.

VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY
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FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY
ELIZABETH R. HENNESSEY FIELD

WELLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
SPORTS COMPLEX

FEATURED PROJECTS

The LandTek Group recently completed the construction of The Elizabeth R. Hennessey Field at the Fairleigh 
Dickinson University in Teaneck, NJ. The multi-purpose turf field is designed for both men’s and women’s 
soccer, men’s and women’s Lacrosse, and field hockey. The synthetic turf field is surrounded by a custom 
blue 8 lane running track, new digital scoreboard, chain-link athletic fencing, and a ball stop netting system. 
LandTek also constructed a new asphalt parking a lot with concrete walking paths adjacent to the new 
athletic field.

Phase one of Wellington High Schools’ sports and recreation facility in Wellington, FL has recently been 
completed. LTG Sports Turf One, a division of LandTek, started by resurfacing the multipurpose field with 
brand new synthetic turf for football, soccer, and lacrosse. This makes Wellington High School only the 3rd 
in the county to have an artificial turf field. The surrounding track was also resurfaced and widened. LTG 
Sports Turf One coordinated all site work, drainage, laser grading, and enhancements to the track and field 
elements.
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BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP



“From day one, LandTek came in and had a vision of our project that matched our vision, and 
that’s why I feel the whole experience went so seamlessly.”
BILL DENNISTON: DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 

– KINGS PARK SCHOOLS

“LandTek played a pivotal role as New York City Football Club opened its first permanent training 
facility for the Club. With ten years working with Major League Soccer, LandTek brought experience 
and quality performance to ensure a first-class facility for New York City Football Club.”
JON STEMP: CHIEF INFRASTRUCTURE OFFICER 

– CITY FOOTBALL

OVER 5,000 TURF INSTALLSOVER 5,000 TURF INSTALLS

BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP

THE LANDTEK GROUP INC. FAMILY

Headquartered in Boynton Beach, FL, LTG Sports 
Turf One, Inc. is Florida’s premier general contractor 
specializing in athletic facility construction. We 
provide customized design solutions for the pre-
construction, construction and maintenance of a 
wide variety of athletic fields from natural to synthetic.

Headquartered in Miami, FL, LTG Carlson Fence is 
a leading fencing contractor servicing all of Florida. 
We provide all types of fencing including chain link, 
ornamental, security and athletic. 
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BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

As the most notable synthetic turf maintenance provider on the east coast, LandTek’s Synthetic Turf Maintenance divi-

sion delivers top-quality care and service relative to fiber, backing, and infill. Our detailed Synthetic Turf Maintenance 
program allows owners to protect their investment and maximize playing experience. LandTek’s synthetic turf main-

tenance program is designed to improve turf performance and playability throughout the fields warranty period and 
beyond. This program provides fields with rejuvenating measures that help improve the longevity, safety, and overall 
appearance of the field after your sports turf installation. Our state-of-the-art equipment and highly trained crews will 
have your fields safe and ready for play throughout the year. 

105 SWEENEYDALE AVE BAY SHORE, NY 11706 | 631.691.2381 | LANDTEKGROUP.COM

SYNTHETIC TURF
MAINTENANCE

DEEP GROOMINGINFILL REPLENISHMENT TURF REPAIR

GMAX TESTINGFIELD EVALUATION & INSPECTIONWARRANTY REPAIR



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

The LandTek Group, Inc has been providing schools and municipalities with quality tennis court surfacing for over 30 
years. Our experienced team can handle new court construction, resurfacing, crack repair, netting installation and 
fencing.  We ensure that each court adds to your complexes longevity and playability. 

105 SWEENEYDALE AVE BAY SHORE, NY 11706 | 631.691.2381 | LANDTEKGROUP.COM

TENNIS
COURTS

Tennis Court Resurfacing 

Synthetic Tennis Courts

Tennis Court Crack Repair

Post-tension Tennis CourtsAsphalt Tennis Courts



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

The LandTek Group’s Synthetic Tennis Courts use the latest fiber systems on the market today. 100% polypropylene, 
designed for the start and stop play associated with tennis. The turf can be colored as an all green court, red which 
emulates an all clay court, or a hybrid of both. Synthetic turf reduces the need for repetitive maintenance that can 

occur due to cracking and delamination of hard concrete or asphalt courts. With superior drainage associated with 
synthetic turf, there is less downtime due to inclement weather. This reduces puddling and damage to the courts from 
standing water. Courts will dry quicker which will increase playability throughout the year.

105 SWEENEYDALE AVE BAY SHORE, NY 11706 | 631.691.2381 | LANDTEKGROUP.COM

SYNTHETIC
TENNIS COURTS
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PROFESSIONAL  SOCCER



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

The LandTek group, Inc. has the expertise and knowledge to create quality running tracks for any venue. With over 
hundreds of High School and College running track constructions and repairs, The LandTek Group, Inc is your one 
stop shop for all things track and field. Our team will evaluate your needs and provide recommendations for top per-
formance. Experienced in minor repairs to large scale running track replacements, The LandTek provides a turnkey 

solution to get your team running in no time. 

105 SWEENEYDALE AVE BAY SHORE, NY 11706 | 631.691.2381 | LANDTEKGROUP.COM

TRACKS

Line StripingRunning Track Maintenance & RepairRunning Track Installation



BUILDING CHAMPIONS FROM THE GROUND UP.

We have assisted design teams as a design partner and builder to save the owner money, expedite the project, and 
improve on usability, adaptability & maintenance. LandTek has over 40 years of experience in building & designing 

sports turnkey facilities in varied settings and conditions. LandTek project managers are trained to review overall plans 
and provide cost-saving solutions during the consultation and design phases. Self-performing most work, LandTek 
can expedite scheduling and site construction. 

105 SWEENEYDALE AVE BAY SHORE, NY 11706 | 631.691.2381 | LANDTEKGROUP.COM

TURNKEY ATHLETIC 
FACILITY CONSTRUCTION

RUNNING TRACKS SCOREBOARDS FIELD COOLING SYSTEMS

TENNIS COURTS BLEACHERS SYSTEMS SAFETY NETTING SYSTEMS

SPORTS LIGHTING RADIANT HEATING DRAINAGE RETENTION SYSTEMS



JOHN SULINSKI
Chief Operating Officer

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

AFFILIATIONS

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

John Sulinski is the Chief Operating Officer of The LandTek 
Group.  He received his Bachelor of Engineering Degree from 
Stony Brook University encompassing several disciplines.  
John joined the LandTek team in 2003.  He has owned and 
managed construction related companies, has diverse expe-
rience in large site development projects and has a wealth of 
knowledge in general contracting.  

John is responsible for overseeing the management of all the 
divisions within the Company across ten states. LandTek’s 
multi-diversified group consists of; Athletic Facilities Con-
struction, Synthetic Turf Installation, Natural Grass Con-
struction and Drainage, Natural Turf Maintenance, Concrete, 
Fence and Netting, Synthetic Turf Maintenance, University 
Field Care and Professional Sports Team Maintenance.  John 
also oversees the Fleet Maintenance Division and company 
purchases of machinery, equipment and vehicles.  

John’s twenty-five plus years of construction acumen has 
been instrumental in developing LandTek’s multi-talented 
workforce.  He has researched and implemented the use of 
project management and computer aided design software, 
laser grading technology and robotic surveying.   He is also 
dedicated to creating additional educational opportunities 
for our staff. His attention to detail, multitasking and creative 
thinking has allowed The LandTek Group to remain at the 
leading edge of design and construction.  Expertise in sports 
facility construction and design has led him to speak at many 
different company and industry related functions.  Recently 
he was the keynote speaker for the American Sports Build-
ers Association (ASBA) regional meeting in New York.  He 
continues to consult with architects, engineers, and owners 
on a daily basis. His focus on finance, timeliness, and quality 
has created an industry standard that continues to empower 
The LandTek Group.

His new endeavors include the expansion of LandTek’s south-
ern markets, growth of the LTG Sports Turf One company in 
Florida, completing the construction of our new corporate 
headquarters and continuing to build careers within the 
sports construction industry. 

• Stony Brook University, NY
• Bachelor of Engineering

• American Red Cross (FA, AED)
• 10 /30 Hr. OSHA Certified
• Member of ASCE
• (American Society of Civil Engineers)
• Knights of Columbus–Council 468
• STMA Member
• Member of the Metropolitan Executive & Professional

Registry
• DEC Stormwater Certification
• The Marty Lyons Foundation
• PAL Certified Lacrosse Instructor
• ASBA Builder Member
• NY/ NJ Turf Grass Member

• NYCFC Training Facility- MLS
• NY Jets Practice Facility-NFL
• LaValle Stadium, Stony Brook, NY
• Brooklyn Cyclones – MLB
• NY Mets – Citi Field – MLB
• Columbia University SASS
• NY Red Bulls – NJ Stadium – MLS
• Inter Miami CF, Florida – MLS
• SBU Indoor Training Facility
• Multiple High School, College and University Athletic

Facilities
• Multiple Sports Complexes for Municipalities and Town-

ships
• Guest Speaker at Industry Natural Grass and Synthetic

Events

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



JOHN NITTI
VP OF SALES & MARKETING

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

AFFILIATIONS

As The LandTek Group’s Vice President of Sales & Mar-
keting, John Nitti is responsible for overseeing all sales, 
business development, sales operations and marketing 
initiatives. He joined the LandTek team in 2017.

John has spent the last thirty years working with orga-
nizations to optimize their environments by providing 
technology architecture, infrastructure and business 
solutions. He believes in a customer-orientated approach 
where a “customer’s problem is his problem”. 
John is a graduate of Yale University, where he earned a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Administrative Services, Manage-
ment & Policy. 

John is also an active member of the community, ded-
icating his time to helping those in need, and has been 
a supporter of many charitable organizations such as 
the Marty Lyons Foundation, Ann Liguori Foundation, 
Fresh Air Fund, Ronald McDonald House and more.

• Yale University
 BS in Administrative Services, 
 Management & Policy

• Marty Lyons Foundation
• Ann Liguori Foundation
• Fresh Air Fund
• Ronald McDonald House 

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



PHILIP LAND
Sr. Estimator 

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

SOFTWARE

Philip joined The LandTek Group in 2007 and brought with him 
over 12 years of experience in site development and athletic field 
construction. As LandTek’s estimator, Philip is responsible for over-
seeing pricing and bidding aspects of construction projects, and of-
ten works directly with owners, architects, and engineers to value 
engineer projects. Philip also does design work on various 
projects.

As head of estimating , Philip ensures that LandTek maintains the 
work vol-ume to remain a leader in the sports field industry, and 
continues to diversify into other areas of construction as well. 
Some of Philip’s project highlights include design work for 
Columbia University’s softball & field hockey fields at Baker 
Field Sports Complex, Joe Nathan Field at Stony Brook 
University, and ongoing projects with the New York Red Bulls. 

Before joining LandTek, Philip worked for H & W Construction 
in Northport, Alabama as project supervisor and then project 
man-ager. Prior to that, Philip worked for the Earthwork 
Construction Company in Neosho, Missouri. Philip received an 
A.S. from Shel-ton State Community College in 2007.

• Shelton State Community College – Tuscaloosa, AL
• Associate in Science with courses in calculus, modern

graphics for engineers {AutoCAD 2007), microcomput-
er systems {Office 2003) and business communications

• EPA/AHERA Asbestos Supervisor – Certified July 2004
• Associated General Contractors of America Birming-

ham, AL Office - Competent Person Training Course to
meet OSHA’s Excavation Standards, Soil Identification,
Soil Analysis, Hazard Identification, Protective Systems
and Trench Shoring. Oct 2003

• Trench Shoring Services Birmingham, AL Office - Com-
petent Person Training Course to meet OSHA’s Excava-
tion Standards, Soil Identification, Soil Analysis, Hazard
Identification, Protective Systems and Trench Shoring.
Sept 2003

• InSite
• AutoCAD
• B2W
• Carlson

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



EDWARD RYAN
Vice President

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

Edward Ryan joined the LandTek Group, Inc. in 1990 and current-
ly has over 30 years’ experience in athletic field construction. He 
has been instrumental in the establishment and development of 
the Synthetic Division of The LandTek Group and has garnered an 
excellent reputation within the industry. Edward attended SUNY 
Farmingdale, Farmingdale NY as well as Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick, NJ studying horticulture and construction, consulting, 
research on new equipment and construction methods.

As the Vice President of the Athletic/Synthetic Divisions, Edward 
strives to maintain its exemplary reputation. His main duties in-
clude overseeing the estimating department, and managing all 
quotes and proposals. He personally oversees all athletic construc-
tion projects taken on by The LandTek Group, ensuring that they 
meet the highest standards and maintain quality control.

Edward has personally been involved in the building and award 
of over a quarter billion dollars’ worth of sports field construction 
and was responsible for The LandTek Group being awarded its first 
project with a professional sports team.

• SUNY Farmingdale, Farmingdale, NY
• Rutger’s University, New Brunswick, NJ

• Multiple Fields Town of Oyster Bay – Nassau County, 
N.Y.

• Multiple Fields Town of Babylon – Suffolk County, N.Y.
• Multiple fields Town of Brookhaven – Suffolk County, 

N.Y.
• Synthetic soccer fields – Town of Smithtown – Suffolk 

County, N.Y.
• Synthetic Softball/Softball field – Town of Hempstead – 

Nassau County, N.Y.
• Numerous projects for the Diocese of Rockville Centre, 

N.Y.
• Multiple High School and College Athletic Fields locat-

ed in Nassau, Suffolk, Westchester Counties and Staten 
Island.

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



MICHAEL RYAN
President

EXPERIENCE

HUMANITARIAN AFFILIATIONS

COMMITTEES

Mr. Ryan has over 30 years’ experience in the construction industry 
and has become a leader in professional, college and high school ath-
letic field and golf course construction. The company specializes in 
natural and synthetic field design and construction. Over the years, 
The LandTek Group has built state-of-the-art facilities for the New 
York Mets, the New York Yankees, the New York Jets and Giants, and 
the New York Red Bulls, as well as Columbia University, Stony Brook 
University, Dowling College, Hofstra University and numerous other 
universities, colleges, school districts and municipalities throughout 
the Northeast.

In 1979, after many years as a landscape and tree care expert, Michael 
Ryan founded the LandTek Group. He expanded his expertise into turf 
care and athletic fields. This enhanced knowledge brought LandTek 
into the specialized industry of athletic field construction. Always for-
ward thinking, Mike foresaw the need for improvement in the athletic 
field industry and began researching the new synthetic turf materials 
that were coming on the market.  Recognizing that the new turf designs 
were safer for the athletes, cost effective to the school districts and mu-
nicipalities, and easier to maintain, Mr. Ryan took this opportunity to 
expand into this market and provide organizations and communities 
with better and safer facilities. To date, Mike has constructed and over-
seen more than half a billion dollars’ worth of sports facilities, built 
several golf courses, and acted as a site developer for multiple projects. 
Mike has acted as a consultant on numerous jobs for architects and en-
gineers, where his expertise has proven invaluable. His knowledge and 
leadership in the industry has led to many engagements as the keynote 
speaker at seminars focused on athletic field development, synthetic 
turf, under-field drainage and quality control. Mr. Ryan’s proficiency, 
capability and motivation have driven The LandTek Group to become 
to the top builder of sports fields in the United States.

A caring and humble individual, Michael Ryan leads by example. He 
has contributed many hours of his time to assist individuals and fam-
ilies in need and has supported many charitable groups and causes 
without seeking recognition or honors. Due to his dedication to help-
ing individuals {especially children} and communities, Mr. Ryan has 
been named The Marty Lyons Foundation Man of the Year, the Suffolk 
County PAL Man of the Year and the St. Joseph’s College Man of the 
Year. He is an active member of these and numerous other nonprofit 
organizations, which are dedicated to supporting children and their 
families living under difficult circumstances.
Mike and The LandTek Group deliver on the promise of “Building 
Champions from the Ground Up.”

• The Marty Lyons Foundation 
• Suffolk County P.A.L
• Contractor for Kids
• Nassau County P.A.L.

Michael Ryan has been quite active in regional and national 
committees related to sports field management and develop-
ment. 

Board of Directors of the Suffolk County Sports Hall of 
Fame, a nonprofit organization that honors outstanding per-
sons, living or deceased, who have gained prominence and 
have made substantial contributions on behalf of themselves 
and Suffolk County in the fields of professional and amateur 
sports. 

Mr. Ryan is also on the Board of Directors for St. Joseph’s 
College, an Institution that prepares students for lives of 
integrity, social responsibility and service.

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



BRAD RICHTMAN
Marketing Manager

EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

SOFTWARE

Brad joined The LandTek Group, Inc. as a Marketing Manager in 
2020. With over 15 years of experience in design, print and inte-
grated marketing, Brad over sees all aspects of The LandTek Groups 
marketing initiatives. These activities include the maintenance and 
update of all company websites, content creation and scheduling of 
social media and targeted email blasts, the creation and production 
of all marketing collateral, the upkeep if the company project pho-
tos library and organizing the logistics of all trade shows and events 
throughout the country that LandTek will be attending. 

• New York Institute of Technology
BFA in Communication & Design

• Molloy University
MBA, Marketing

• Adobe Design Suite
• AutoCAD
• DJI Drone Capabilities
• Hootsuite Social Platform

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



LISA BOVE
Sr. Estimating  & Contracts Coordinator

EXPERIENCE
Lisa has been with The LandTek Group for 10 years. As the Sr. Es-
timating and Contracts Coordinator Lisa oversees the day to day 
operations of the estimating and contracts team. Lisa is highly qual-
ified in RFP responses and bid and contract timeline organization. 
With the help of her team Lisa handles the organization for all lo-
cal and national contracts held by The LandTek Group.  She coor-
dinates with department personnel to establish the project scope 
. Involved in all bids, Lisa attends pre-bid meetings and creates a 
log for all current and future bids for consideration. Lisa is highly 
knowable in the procurement process of both local and education 
entity’s. 

www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©



MELISSA KRAUS
Systems Coordinator & Reporting

EXPERIENCE
Melissa joined LandTack in  2009 and has been a worked behind 
the scenes on many high profile projects at LandTek. Melessa is re-
sponsible for all system administration along with overseeing the 
programs that house all of LandTeks project management workflow 
documentation. Melissa is essential in creating valuable reporting 
tools for accurate data management.  

www.landtekgroup.com www.landtekgroup.comThe LandTek Group, Inc. ©
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